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The PLAB 1 Exam: What to Expect
and How to Prepare

01

If you are planning to sit the PLAB 1 exam then this section is for you. I cover what it is, what to expect
and how to prepare – my aim is to help as many of you as I can through this potentially tricky exam.
Having been a GMC PLAB 2 examiner, and having taught many doctors for both PLAB 1 and PLAB 2, I
have seen first-hand how a focused and structured approach helps passing this exam in a big way.

What is the PLAB 1 exam?
PLAB 1 is part of the PLAB assessment process for doctors who are training abroad, to allow them to
work in the UK as doctors. PLAB 1 is the written component, whereas PLAB 2 is your OSCE
component.
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PLAB 1 can be taken in various places across the world – both in the UK as
well as in other countries – to see which cities you are able to take the exam
see the GMC website.
PLAB 1 exam is a 180-question exam, set out as a ‘single best answer’ approach. Each question has a
stem alongside 5 potential answers – you have to pick the single best one.
There maybe one, two or three that are potentially correct, but you’re looking for the single best one.
The exam lasts 180 minutes in total.
PLAB 1 is not testing recollection of knowledge – for example it is not looking to see how many
causes you know of right heart failure.
It is designed to test your application of
knowledge. It is expected that your

Arora PLAB 1 Gold

knowledge is of a certain standard having
completed your undergraduate degree eg
MBBS – the idea now is to see how can
you apply that knowledge – in essence to
see whether you’ll be able to work in the
UK environment. It is important to
remember that in PLAB 1 answers are
to be based on UK best practice. You may
be working in some parts of the world
where policies and protocols are slightly
different, but when you’re preparing make
sure you understand UK best practice
and UK based guidelines. For this reason
all of our PLAB 1 teaching and resources
are based on up-to-date UK guidance.
Two major areas can be tested. Firstly,
acute presentation – common things that
you may find in an emergency department. Secondly, more long term or chronic conditions that may
present to primary care or a family physician in the UK.
Questions might be based on a range of areas. For example you may be asked about a patient who
presents with certain symptoms and you need to work out the most likely diagnosis. You could be
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tested on investigations – for example what would be the first or most
appropriate investigation in a particular presentation.
Questions could also be based on management – what would be the most
appropriate management of either an acute or a chronic condition. You could be given simple
statistics to work out, as well as questions containing results – for example blood tests or x-ray
reports – designed to assess how you would diagnose, manage, interpret, and treat these situations.

How should I prepare for PLAB 1?
The first thing I would do is go to the GMC website and download the PLAB blueprint. This can be in
both Excel of PDF form, and is a guide as to what could potentially be tested in both PLAB 1 and in
PLAB 2. It is divided into sections, allowing you to plan your preparation accordingly.

The second thing I would do is make a timeline for your preparation. When you know the date of your
PLAB 1 exam, split it into how many days, weeks, months are left – try and have a plan as to how to
cover all the information in the PLAB blueprint. Remember lack of appropriate planning can lead to
ineffective preparation, often leading to missing out large areas of preparation.
Question banks are obviously a major part of preparation for PLAB 1 and there are many high question
bank options available. Our bespoke PLAB 1 Mock Exams allow you to practice challenging questions
in a time-pressurised environment – just like in the real exam. Make sure you find a question bank that
works for you as an individual – what works for someone else may not work for you. And remember it
is not the number of questions you do that is important – it is the quality of feedback and what you
learn from each question (whether you answer right or wrong) that matters.
Consider attending a course or a webinar. There are many for PLAB 1 so we’ve created something
slightly different – our Ultimate PLAB 1 Audiobook Course where the whole curriculum is taught in 9
compact hours.
Social media is really important. There are many Facebook groups in terms of PLAB preparation. We
have our own dedicated PLAB Support Facebook Group, where we give plenty of daily free information
and free education for PLAB 1. YouTube videos are a great source of free teaching on a variety of
topics – once again we have over 400 videos on our own YouTube channel (Dr Aman Arora), aimed at
quick-fire teaching for PLAB 1. If you are on Instagram we teach daily here as well (@dr_aman_arora).
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And finally, consider practicing in a group – whether digitally via one of the
multiple PLAB 1 WhatsApp groups, or as a formal group where you regularly
meet colleagues and work through PLAB questions and PLAB topics.
Sometimes when you’re preparing for an exam like this on your own amongst all the business of daily
life, it can get quite boring and tiresome – your preparation effectiveness is not as good as it would be
when you’re stimulated by other people.
Ultimately there are many ways to prepare for PLAB 1 –

Ultimate PLAB 1
Clinical On-the-Go

there is certainly no right way or wrong way. It is
sometimes worth trying a few different things and
figuring out what works for you.

How can we help you pass PLAB 1?
1. Our most popular and comprehensive PLAB 1
package is our PLAB 1 'All-in-one' Gold Pass
Package – saving you time, money and planning. All
of our PLAB 1 material (Clinical Audiobook Course, 3
Mock Exams and Clinical Flash Cards) are included in
this mega discounted bundle. Designed to use over a
3-12 month preparation plan, it covers every aspect
of PLAB 1 preparation – both in terms of knowledge boost and exam technique, in 3 different
teaching styles to suit each type of learning. Click here to purchase.
2) Our Ultimate PLAB 1 Audiobook course. We have created an intense, focused 9-hour audio
course which teaches you all the key clinical areas needed for PLAB 1. The chapters are
mapped against the GMC PLAB Blueprint to ensure complete coverage. Once downloaded to
your phone or tablet you can listen as many times as you like, online or offline, with no expiry.
All key UK guidelines are covered, with all future updates available for free once purchased
one. Click here for a free 14-minute sample to see if it suits your style of learning.
3) Our PLAB 1 Online Mock Exams. Focused and challenging online PLAB 1 Mock Exams that
help both with knowledge and technique assessment. Covering the breadth of the GMC PLAB
curriculum these mocks contain core learning points and breakdowns of your strong and weak
areas. Click here to try 10 sample questions. Click here for sample questions.
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4) Our Flash Revision Cards for PLAB 1. 150 highly focused clinical
teaching cards to use on the move. Covers all key UK guidelines as
well as investigations and treatments for multiple common exam
conditions. Posted to your home, worldwide. For samples click
here.
5) Our various Social Media streams. Whether you learn by video (YouTube), image
(Instagram), or a combination of both (Dr Aman’s PLAB Support Facebook Group) we have
something for you.

On a final positive note
Finally to end on a positive note, most doctors can and do pass PLAB 1. You will pass PLAB 1.
Just like any exam or assessment it takes good planning, constructive preparation and a positive
mindset – things that can significantly help boost confidence before you enter that exam centre!
Good luck!
#CanPassWillPass
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10 High Power Tips to Pass
Your PLAB 1 Exam

02

The PLAB 1 exam is sometimes seen as the ‘smaller’ of the two PLAB exams. Many doctors however
find it a bigger challenge than PLAB 2 given the need for precise knowledge and correct application. It
is certainly not to be taken lightly – good planning and smart use of time is essential to get the most
out of preparation.
Having been a GMC PLAB 2 examiner, and having taught many doctors for both PLAB 1 and PLAB 2, I
have seen first-hand how a focused and structured approach helps passing this exam in a big way.

1) It is not purely knowledge.
This is not solely a test of knowledge but one of applied knowledge. It is not enough to simply know
the information – it tests your application of core knowledge in scenarios and situations that you may
be faced with in UK medical practice, whether clinically, ethically or evidence-based. It requires a
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certain amount of lateral thinking and placing yourself ‘in the situation’ –
this is why sometimes more than one answer may seem appropriate.
Change your mindset – it is not all about cramming in all you can.

2) Why would you not use the help that is provided to you for free?
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
The GMC produces two things that many don’t
even
know about.
Firstly,
PLAB Blueprint
– this
me
understand
the
way the
in which
clinics interact
document tells you what you need to focus on.
Splitprimary
into the care,
various
sections,
should
form
the basis
with
and
I’m so itglad
I had
the
of your preparation – knowing of what is expected
of you is half the battle won. Secondly, the GMC
chance.
provide sample questions on their website – it is vital that you go through some of these to
understand the levels that you need to know. Remember
Use what is there
youto
from
theand
producers
of the
you to
arehelp
there
learn
build up
exam themselves!

your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.

3) Start where you don’t want to go.

We are very good at focusing on the areas that we like – if you enjoy and understand cardiology well,
chances are that you’ll go there first. Practice the opposite. Decide three topics that you hate and start
there. Perhaps genetics? Maybe urology? Possibly pharmacology. Getting through this first hurdle and
realising that you can overcome this prevents the all-too-often, last minute cramming of these topics.
Face your fears full on.

4) Targets lead to progress.
Don’t revise by walking on a windy path. These come with distractions – the bends lead you to other
directions. Make some targets on a straight road and stick to them. ‘Week one I will have covered X;
week two I will have covered Y’ and so on. Whatever happens, stick to this – even if it means two full
days at the end of the week due to drifting away earlier in the week. Targets ensure completion;
wandering leaves you stranded halfway.

5) Don’t only stick to the ‘norm’.
Doctors preparing for PLAB 1 usually follow the same course as everyone else – same online question
banks, repeated again and again. Variety is key. Of course use the question banks – they are a key
focus for revision but don’t neglect the other things out there. There are loads of great PLAB 1
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resources available, each giving you a different spin on question types and
learning areas. You don’t need to buy them – pick one or two that suit your
own style. We produce audio, flash card and mock exam training for this very
need – so doctors can find what suits them. Variety is key to success – discard monotony.

6) Make time pressure work for you.

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped

me understand
way own
in which
It is always nice to prepare and practice questions
in the comfortthe
of your
home,clinics
in yourinteract
own time,
with primary
I’m so
glad I had
with the luxury of regular breaks. The exam however
is not socare,
nice. and
Practice
recreating
timethe
pressure –
chance.
give yourself 30 minutes to answer X number of
questions, one hour to go through X number of topics,
three hours to do a full ‘mock’ etc – the unique pressure of a ticking time-bomb makes you think
you
theredecisions
to learn and
andgood
buildtime
up
differently. Being a doctor constantly reminds Remember
you of the need
forare
speedy
competency,
are many
others
well.
management – this is definitely tested in PLAByour
1. Don’t
experiencebut
timeso
pressure
for the
first as
time
on
Making sure you make the most of the available

the day itself.

opportunities means planning your needs early on

7) Small words have big impact.

– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.

Common things are common. We often
word-match and decide on answers very quickly.

Arora PLAB 1 Gold

You may see the word ‘iron’ in the question and
your eyes flick to the answers – you see
‘haemochromatosis’ and your mind is fixed. The
small words in these questions can change the
answer in a big way – ‘usually’, ‘commonly’, ‘most
often’ are examples of words that may change the
answer to something else – don’t miss them in
eagerness to tick the right answer. Technique areas
such as this are covered in our PLAB 1 Mocks.
Small words make up big marks – ignore them at
your peril.

8) Things are always easier in picture.
Sometimes reading through 3 or 4 lines of text can be a challenge – by the time you get to the end,
you’ve forgotten the first two lines. Imagery can help in a huge way. Visualise the patient in front of
you. Add layers to the patient as you read the text: ’30 year old female’….’walks with a limp’….’appears
to have a swollen ankle’….’you notice a bruise on her shin’ etc. Slowly building up the image is much
easier than quickly reading all in one go. Imagination makes you miss less detail – make use of it.
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9) Don’t go solo.
PLAB 1 can be a lonely affair; get home from work, open your laptop, feel
alone, isolated and frustrated. Get together with colleagues if possible once
a week, or at least form a support group through social media or social networks to go over
challenging topics, boost each other’s confidence and make plans for the next week. Realising that
themself).
Personally
visiting
helped
you are not the only one in this boat, as well as
understanding
that others
alsothese
find it clinics
a challenge
can
me understand
really help. Push each other, test each other, teach
each other. the way in which clinics interact
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

10) Know you’re going to pass.

chance.

Remember
are there
and
build
up to
So often I hear people say ‘I don’t know enough
to pass’ or you
‘I’ll never
cover to
all learn
of this’.
Whilst
wishing
your
competency,
but so
are many
others as well.
pass won’t automatically make it happen, there
is definitely
something
in favour
of self-belief.
sure
you yourself
make the
of thepass,
available
Confidence is a key part of passing any examMaking
– regularly
telling
thatmost
you won’t
that you
planning
your harder.
needs early
on
can’t pass, but somehow hoping that you will,opportunities
just makes yourmeans
preparation
that much
Regular
not once
you
get thrown
into theyourself
business
of you
the
pep-talks, reminding yourself that you actually– know
a huge
amount
and convincing
that
rotation.
will easily pass, will push you that bit harder. Telling
yourself that it is impossible, that there is too
much and that you will never understand X, Y and Z will only work against you. Focus on the positive
end-point and you’ll reach it much more easily. #CanPassWillPass

How can we help you pass PLAB 1?
1) Our most popular and comprehensive
PLAB 1 package is our PLAB 1 Gold Pass
Package – saving you time, money and

PLAB 1 Triple Mock
Bundle Pack

planning. All of our PLAB 1 material
(Clinical Audiobook Course, 3 Mock Exams
and Clinical Flash Cards) are included in
this mega discounted bundle. Designed to
use over a 3-12 month preparation plan, it
covers every aspect of PLAB 1 preparation –
both in terms of knowledge boost and exam
technique, in 3 different teaching styles to
suit each type of learning. Click here for full
details and samples.
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2) Our Ultimate PLAB 1 Audiobook course. I have created an intense,
focused 9-hour audio course which teaches you all the key clinical
areas needed for PLAB 1. The chapters are mapped against the GMC
PLAB Blueprint to ensure complete coverage. Once downloaded to
your phone or tablet you can listen as many times as you like, online or offline, with no
expiry. All key UK guidelines are covered, with all future updates available for free once
purchased one. Click here for a freethemself).
14-minute Personally
sample to see
if it suits
yourclinics
style ofhelped
visiting
these
learning.

me understand the way in which clinics interact
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

3) Our PLAB 1 Online Mock Exams. Focused
chance.and challenging online PLAB 1 Mock Exams that
help both with knowledge and technique assessment. Covering the breadth of the GMC
PLAB curriculum these mocks contain
core learning
and breakdowns
ofbuild
your strong
Remember
youpoints
are there
to learn and
up
and weak areas. Click here to try 10your
sample
questions. but so are many others as well.
competency,
Making sure you make the most of the available
4) Our Flash Revision Cards for PLABopportunities
1. 150 highly focused
teaching
toearly
use onon
meansclinical
planning
yourcards
needs
the move. Covers all key UK guidelines as well as investigations and treatments for
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
multiple common exam conditions. Posted to your home, worldwide. For samples click
rotation.
here.
5) Our various Social Media streams. Whether you learn by video (YouTube), image
(Instagram), or a combination of both (Dr Aman’s PLAB Support Facebook Group) we have
something for you.

On a Final Note…
PLAB 1 preparation does need to be taken seriously. It is not just about blindly doing 5000 questions –
understanding what is being assessed and tackling your preparation in an organised way makes the
process much more effective and much less onerous.
Thousands of doctors have already walked your shoes and are currently working in the NHS – you
will soon be one of them .
If you are sitting PLAB 1 soon, Good Luck!
#CanPassWillPass
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The PLAB 2 Exam: What it is and
How to Prepare

03

If you are preparing for the PLAB 2 exam then this section is for you!

What is it?
PLAB 2 is the second and final part of the PLAB (Professional and Linguistics Assessment Board)
assessment run by the General Medical Council (GMC), UK – taken after successful completion of the
PLAB 1 exam. PLAB needs to be cleared to enable a doctor to work in the UK.
PLAB 2 is an OSCE based exam, usually taken at the GMC building in Manchester. It can be taken at
various times throughout the year.
18 stations in total.
Each station lasts 8 minutes.
90 second break between each station.
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2 rest stations included.
Total 3 hours, 10 minutes exam time.
Covid Special Exams Changes:
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped

15 stations in total.
Each station lasts 8 minutes.

me understand the way in which clinics interact
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

chance.
90 second break between each station.
3 rest stations included.

Remember you are there to learn and build up

your competency, but so are many others as well.
Total 2 hours, 51 minutes exam time.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities
means
your
early on
As with the PLAB 1 exam it tests your ability to
deal with some
of the planning
issues seen
by aneeds
UK trained
not2once
you get thrown into the business of the
doctor who is about to start their Foundation –Year
program.
rotation.
PLAB 2 is not based on fact, recital and memorisation – it assumes you have certain levels of
knowledge having cleared PLAB 1.
The PLAB 2 exam assesses how can you apply that knowledge in various situations that you might
see as a doctor in the UK, whether that be a mock consultation or a ward based situation.
It is important to remember that PLAB 2 assesses you against UK current best practice so bear that in
mind when you’re preparing or when you are practicing role plays and situation scenarios.

How is it marked?
PLAB 2 marking has changed recently and I’ve examined both the old system and the new system.
Currently each case is marked in three areas:
1) Data gathering, technical and assessment skills.
2) Clinical management skills.
3) Interpersonal skills.
Each case is scored out of 12 marks – 4 marks each for the 3 domains. The maximum that you can
score for PLAB 2 is 216 marks. The pass mark varies for each day – to pass PLAB 2 you must achieve
the pass mark for that day as well as pass at least 11 stations.
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Domain 1: Data gathering, technical and assessment skills
This area assesses areas such as history taking, examination skills, your
practical procedures and any investigations that you might think about – in
essence how you gather data in order to try and work out what a potential
diagnosis might be, or which issues arise in a certain situation.
themself).
Personally
visiting
these
helped
History taking can include core medical requirements
– for
example drug
history,
pastclinics
medical
history
me understand
way
which clinics
interact
and red flags, as well as other areas that link with
a presentationthe
such
as in
psychosocial
history
and ICE
(ideas, concerns and expectations).

with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
chance.

Examination may be tested on real-life actors, using anatomical models or as part of an electronic
Remember
you examinations
are there to (for
learn
and build up
simulated mannequin. Areas tested include common
everyday
example
competency,
but so are many
others
cardiovascular, respiratory, abdomen, variousyour
joints)
and model examinations
(such as
breastas well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
examination, eye examination, rectal examination).
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not that
once
you
get come
thrown
intoin
the
business
Practical procedures that may be tested are things
you
might
across
a typical
wardofinthe
the
UK – measuring blood pressure, taking blood,rotation.
urinary catheterisation, inserting cannulas, suturing,
calculating common drug doses etc.
The PLAB blueprint has a more complete list of examinations and procedures which is worth reading
through.

Domain 2: Clinical management

Arora PLAB 2 Gold

This area assesses how you manage the
situation, both clinically and non clinically. For
example if you’ve come up with the correct
diagnosis, how do you now explain that to the
patient? How do you involve the patient in a
correct, safe, appropriate management plan?
Are you using UK current best practice when
handling the situation? In essence, now that
you’ve gathered the data in the first half, how are
you now managing it, and is it appropriate for
working as a UK junior doctor?
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Domain 3: Interpersonal skills
This area assesses your ability to effectively tie together data gathering and
clinical management in a patient-centered way.
For example, are you involving the patient regularly? What is the rapport like between you and the
patient? Are you effectively using open and closed questions?
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
me understand
thechallenging
way in which
clinicssuch
interact
Are you thinking about ethics? It may include your
ability to handle
situations
as
breaking bad news, capacity and consent.

with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
chance.

It can assess how you manage that situation from a patient’s point of view or perhaps a relative’s
youmanner
are there
to learn and build up
point of view, and if you handle the situation inRemember
a professional
or not.
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making
you
make
the most
of the
Our PLAB 2 Live Communication Skills course,
Online sure
Course
and
Audiobook
Courses
allavailable
teach these
opportunities means planning your needs early on

areas in detail.

– not once you get thrown into the business of the

How to prepare for PLAB 2?

rotation.

PLAB 2 preparation is very different to PLAB 1 preparation. With PLAB 1 you can prepare on your own
– you can look through questions, you can simply learn the material. PLAB 2 is about regular practice
and there are a few different ways that doctors can prepare.
1) Form a study group
Find people that are doing the exam and practice various scenarios by looking at the PLAB 2 blueprint
and using practice material.

2) Join an Academy
By far the most common approach. There are several academies available, both in the UK and
internationally – each with their own pros and cons. We don’t run our own (simply as I do not have
space in the calendar for this) but we do run our intense half day Communication Skills Course
specifically for PLAB 2.
Academies are all about getting you through common scenario-types, making sure you understand the
principles behind certain situations and learning how you can adapt to perform to the best on the day.
It’s not the only way to pass PLAB 2 but it’s one of the best ways of getting some practice under your
belt.
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3) Online and Audio training
Useful to get started and to prepare when on your own. There are numerous
online and digital learning tools for PLAB 2 – we have our own audiobooks and
online courses but of course others also exist. Useful to understand key concepts and listen or watch
examples, these can help supplement practice with colleagues, allowing you to learn at your own
pace.

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
me understand the way in which clinics interact
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

4) Mock Exams

Useful if you want to feel the ‘pressure’ of the chance.
exam before the exam date. These can help to feel what
its like to go through 3 hours of intense roleplay consultation practice – not something you may have
Remember
you
areyou
there
build
up few
done too often in the past. They are also useful
to figure out
what
needtotolearn
focusand
on in
the last
your competency, but so are many others as well.

weeks.

Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
My experience with the PLAB 2 exam
– not once you get thrown into the business of the

I am an ex-GMC PLAB 2 examiner (examiningrotation.
between 2016 and 2017).
Whilst examining I saw many recurring themes where I thought I could help with preparation –
whether that be through communication skills and general confidence in approaching a challenging
situation.
Since I stopped examining I have helped hundreds of doctors prepare for PLAB 2 via live courses,
webinars and audio course training.

I particularly focus on enhancing interpersonal skills which is an area that many doctors struggle with.
I aim to simplify the process, focusing on efficiency of your 8 minutes, and encouraging the flexibility
to adapt to situations that you are perhaps not expecting.
I do not apply a ‘script based’ style of teaching as I believe that this leads to a very doctor-centered
approach and given that I am an ex-GMC PLAB examiner I am conscious of probity issues whilst
teaching.

How can we help your preparation?
I am passionate about guiding you through the PLAB process in the method that suits you best. We
provide a number of methods to help you prepare for your exam, all of which are in our popular and
discounted PLAB 2 Gold Pass Package bundle.
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1) Flagship Live PLAB 2 Role-play Communication Skills Course:
Held virtually. An intense half day course focused on maximising your
interpersonal skills and effective use of 8 minutes for PLAB 2. These are
areas that many struggle with and the whole course is focused on intensive role-play and direct
feedback. I cover a range of scenario types such as patient emotion, counselling, ethics, and
patient-centred care. Click here for details and dates. “Your PLAB 2 day was amazing – I learned
things I had never covered before!”

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
me understand the way in which clinics interact

with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
2) PLAB 2 Communication Skills Online Course:
chance. scenario type challenges broken down and
30 common PLAB 2 communication and consultation
taught by myself in a comprehensive 4-hour online course. I focus on common areas that I am asked
Remember
you are
build up
about, aiming to boost your interpersonal score.
Flexible options:
1, there
3, 6 or to
12 learn
monthand
subscriptions.
your2competency,
but so
areyour
many
others
as well.
Click here for a sample video clip. “I passed PLAB
Dr Aman! So much
from
online
course
helped
Making sure you make the most of the available
me on the day”
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not onceCourse:
you get thrown into the business of the
3) PLAB 2 Communication Skills On-the-Go Audiobook
rotation.scenario type challenges. I break these down
25 Common PLAB 2 communication and consultation
through audio and teach through a variety of tips and suggestions for how to deal with these. It is
designed to listen to again and again and in a variety of situations e.g. travelling, at the gym etc. No
expiry. Click here for details. “I listened sooo many times to your audiobook and it really helped me
pass! Everyone taking PLAB 2 should use this”

PLAB 2 Communication
Skills Online Course

4) Medical ‘How to Explain’ On-the-Go
Audiobook Course:
220+ medical conditions, diagnoses, tests
and investigations explained in simple
terms. Improve the quality of your
scenarios by breaking down explanations
into patient-friendly language. Also
designed to listen to again and again and in
a variety of situations e.g. travelling, at the
gym etc. No expiry. Click here for details.
“So simple yet so effective!”
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5) Flash Teaching Cards
for PLAB 2. 150 highly focused teaching cards to use on the move. Covers
all key UK guidelines as well as investigations and treatments for multiple
common exam conditions. Posted to your home, worldwide. For samples click here. “I love your
teaching cards Dr Aman! Really help with quick knowledge for the exam”
6) Dr. Aman’s free daily teaching emails:

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped

understand
the way
in which
interact
Join #aroradaily for Dr. Aman’s daily teachingme
email
– a quick clinical
scenario
withclinics
teaching
video
with
primary
care,PLAB
and 2
I’m
so glad
had
straight to you email inbox. Also keep up-to-date
with
our special
offers.
SignI up
forthe
free here:
http://eepurl.com/duAwXr

chance.

7) Our various Social Media streams:

Remember you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.

Making
sure
you you
make
the
most
of the
Dr. Aman’s PLAB Support Group provides daily
teaching
to help
with
PLAB
2. We
alsoavailable
provide
means
planning
your needs
early
on
daily PLAB 2 teaching on Dr. Aman’s YouTubeopportunities
channel, Instagram
feed
(@dr_aman_arora)
and
Twitter
– not once you get thrown into the business of the

feed (@aman999arora).

rotation.

On a final positive note
Finally to end on a positive note, most doctors can and do pass PLAB 2. You will pass PLAB 2. Just
like any exam or assessment it takes good planning, constructive preparation and a positive
mindset – things that can significantly help boost confidence before you enter that exam centre!
Good luck!
#CanPassWillPass
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11 High Power Tips to Pass
your PLAB 2 Exam

04

Unfortunately I see many doctors struggle with PLAB 2 and it is often for a few easily rectified
reasons. Having been a PLAB 2 examiner I have seen many areas where doctors fail to demonstrate
their obvious talent because of the impact of nerves, scripted-approaches and rumours that have
completely changed their natural ability to consult.
Below are eleven important, but often less discussed tips for this exam – both for preparation, as well
as for the day itself – things that we focus heavily on during our Live PLAB 2 Role-play course, Online
PLAB 2 course as well as PLAB 2 audiobook courses.

1) Trust the doctor that you already are
Too many times I role-play with doctors who are trying to be someone else – too many pre-rehearsed
lines, adjusting to too many rumours about the exam (see point 9 below) and too many robotic
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reactions to natural situations. I ask why this happens and I’m almost always
faced with the answer – “I thought this is what they were looking for”. You
have reached the point of PLAB 2 by being the doctor that you are – you need
to trust this background. You have seen hundreds of patients in your life, dealt with hundreds of
different situations and have by now developed your own, competent style. Whilst of course like for
any exam you may need to make some adjustments or include or exclude certain things, please don’t
themself).
Personally
visiting
these
clinics your
helped
feel that you need to start from scratch and become
a completely
different
doctor.
Trusting
mepoint
understand
the way
in which
interact
natural ability and skills is an important starting
– 80% is already
there
– don’tclinics
start from
zero
and ‘learn’ what you already know how to do. with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
chance.

2) Don’t become ‘scripted’
Remember you are there to learn and build up
There are many role-play ‘scripts’ available foryour
people
preparing forbut
thisso
exam.
They claim
to represent
competency,
are many
others
as well.
‘what comes up in the exam’ but please don’t Making
rely on them
at best,
they
to aofformulaic
and
sureas
you
make
thelead
most
the available
robotic approach and at worst, to blinding youopportunities
from key issues
in a case.
When an
exam
is testing
means
planning
your
needs
earlyyour
on
ability to hold an 8-minute consultation there is
no way
that
trying
memorise
thing of
willthe
– not
once
you
get to
thrown
intothe
thewhole
business
work. Whilst it is of course helpful to review potential
patient presentations, scenarios and situations –
rotation.
and then thinking about possible approaches, key questions and management options – try and keep
these as loose frameworks, as opposed to rigid pathways. Relying on scripts leads to panic when a
new situation arises that hasn’t been ‘learned’, as well as you not listening to patients as we think we
know where we’re going. Focusing more on key issues that present themselves and trusting your
ability to adapt is a must - something that our Live role-play course focuses heavily on.

3) Always show RELEVANCE
Data gathering is not done just for the sake of getting data. It is not only important what you ask (most
doctors will end up asking similar core questions in the end) – it is important how you ask them.
Two people can ask the same question – for example about smoking – but one will look forced and
the other natural. The key difference is relevance. Linking questions to the symptom or condition can
help show that everything you ask is for a reason. For example, “Slightly odd question Mrs. X –
sometimes indigestion can be made worse by habits such as smoking – can I check if you do this by
any chance?” is much better than “can I ask if you smoke Mrs. X?”. Bring the symptom or condition
back as many times as you can in data gathering to show continual relevance for everything that
you’re doing.
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4) Don’t forget the medicine
One of the most frequent PLAB 2 rumours that I hear is that ‘it is a just a
communication exam’ and that ‘its all about language and how nice you are’.
Of course these things are important and can help give a better overall mark. Remember however,
primarily this is a test of your clinical skills and safely managing a situation. Don’t focus so much on
themself).
Personally
visiting
how you’re doing things that you forget to do the
correct thing
in the first
place!these clinics helped
me understand the way in which clinics interact
with
primary
care,atand
I’monsoyour
glad
I had
the sure
After this exam you will be closer to working in
the NHS,
perhaps
times
own
– making
your clinical judgement and abilities are soundchance.
has to be a priority for assessment – don’t neglect
what you’ve been learning for 5+ years due for the sake of ‘trying to be nice’. Know your guidelines,
know your red flags, know your treatments. Remember you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on

5) Reflect and acknowledge

– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.

Often when practicing with doctors preparing for

Arora PLAB 2 Gold

PLAB 2 I see a clear lack of reflection and
acknowledgement of cues, emotion and patient
reactions. Whilst this does not necessarily mean
that they have missed these key aspects of the
consultation, it is impossible for anyone
watching to assume that they have been picked
up. Reflection and acknowledgment, for
example “I can see how you may be worried
about that” or “I can see that you look very
embarrassed” not only makes it clear that you
have picked up the potential cue, it allows
rapport to be built. If a patient tells you
something important to them – eg their worry
about a cancer, or difficulties with their boss at
work or that this situation really frightens them, and you DON’T reflect or acknowledge that, a large
hole may appear in the consultation – also appearing very doctor-centred. Get into the habit of
reflecting things back there and then – and watch how your consultations flow more smoothly.
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6) Organise EARLY in management
The first minute of management often signals the shift from patient-time to
doctor-time. The first minute can eloquently set up the remainder of the case –
make it work hard for you. As you sit down from examination, think clearly – what do I need to
demonstrate in this next two, three or four remaining minutes. What are the key points that I need to
cover? Find a way to demonstrate your understanding of the case early in management – show that
you understand the issues going on in this SITUATION as opposed to the CONDITION. Management
needs to highlight that everything that you did in data gathering was important and understood –
getting the first minute of management right can go a long way to achieving this. More details on this
in our video: Manage the Situation, not the Condition.

7) Don’t worry about the small stuff
Please don’t worry about things that don’t deserve your worry. Too often I’m asked things like “what is
the right amount of eye contact?” or “how do I stop moving my hands so much?”. There are far too
many myths about things like this and unless you are doing something at an extreme (eg NEVER look
at a patient or NEVER STOP looking at a patient), they are usually of little relevance. You have been
seeing patients for years and have developed a natural consultation style – and if it was that extreme
you would have been told by now (or it would have been obvious from patients’ reactions to you!).
Trying to significantly change things like eye contact, body posture and whether you shake hands or
not just a few weeks before an exam will be counterproductive for two reasons – 1) you aren’t
focusing on the RIGHT things enough as you are pre-occupied on these too much and 2) you will
appear robotic as you’re trying to be a different doctor. Remember the key thing is to have a
consultation where you listen, understand key issues and manage the situation effectively – most of
these little things have no impact on this end-point whatsoever.

8) Don’t put everything on finishing the case
Please don’t aim to finish every single case. Your ability to score well does not rely on you shaking
hands and ending a case by minute 7:59. In fact, if you have finished every single scenario before the
bell goes you have likely missed out on a lot of potential issues that could have helped boost your
score. Remember your aim – by the end of this case I need to have a) understood all key issues going
on (medical, psychosocial, fears, ethical etc) and b) demonstrated that I am able to manage the whole
situation and take it forward appropriately – not necessarily have COMPLETELY managed everything.
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9) Let the role-player help if they can
Often role-players can be seen solely as the route to the examiner. We are
‘talking’ to the patient but what is being said seems clearly for the
examiner’s benefit. Remember the role-player often knows all the key points of the case themself –
what the key issues are, which areas need discussing and which don’t, which cues are important etc. If
themself).
Personally
visiting
thesethat
clinics
cues are picked up and acted on appropriately,
they can help
guide you
down paths
needhelped
me understand
which clinics
expanding on or can try and divert you away from
paths that arethe
notway
beinginassessed.
Often interact
we can be
I’mdeaf
so glad
hadrole-player
the
so sure of what we think the right path is, the with
subtleprimary
hints andcare,
cuesand
fall on
ears.IThe
chance.
will help you, but only if you listen and let them.
Remember you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.

10) Challenge each other

Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on

I have watched many PLAB 2 practice role-plays
taking
place
friends
– the
often
a very relaxed
– not
once
youamongst
get thrown
into
business
of the
environment, food and chat, mixed with a fewrotation.
cases. Even the role-plays themselves were friendly –
information given too easily, breaking into laughter when trying to play an angry patient, overly-positive
feedback etc. Make sure you act well (this is key to our Live PLAB 2 Courses) – put a little emotion
into the case, add in a little challenge. Too often people come out of the exam thinking that it was a
‘step-up’ from what they were used to. Aim to make it feel like a ‘step-down’ instead – make the
precious time spent practicing really worth it.

11) Know you’re going to pass

Arora PLAB 2 Communication
Skills Immersion Course

So often I hear people say ‘I’ll never pass
PLAB 2’ or ‘I’ll never cover all of this’. Whilst
wishing to pass won’t automatically make
it happen, there is definitely something in
favour of self-belief. Confidence is a key
part of passing any exam – regularly telling
yourself that you won’t pass, that you can’t
pass, but somehow hoping that you will,
just makes your preparation that much
harder. Regular pep-talks, reminding
yourself that you actually know a huge
amount and convincing yourself that you
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will easily pass, will push you that bit harder. Yes PLAB 2 is a challenging
exam, but it is one that you have been gearing up for a long time. All the time
spent preparing will pay off – you just need to believe it for it to show on the
day. Focus on the positive end-point and you’ll reach it much more easily.

How we can help you Pass PLAB 2

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped

me
understand
in which
clinics
interact
I am passionate about guiding you through the
PLAB
process inthe
the way
method
that suits
you best.
We
withfor
primary
care,alland
I’m soare
glad
I had
the and
provide a number of methods to help you prepare
your exam,
of which
in our
popular
discounted PLAB 2 Gold Pass Package.

chance.

1) Flagship Live PLAB 2 Role-play Communication Skills Course:
Remember you are there to learn and build up
Held virtually. An intense half day course focused
maximising your
andas well.
youron
competency,
but interpersonal
so are manyskills
others
effective use of 8 minutes for PLAB 2. These are
areassure
that you
manymake
struggle
and
course
Making
thewith
most
ofthe
thewhole
available
is focused on intensive role-play and direct feedback.
I cover ameans
range of
scenarioyour
typesneeds
such as
patient
opportunities
planning
early
on
emotion, counselling, ethics, and patient-centred
care.
Click
here
detailsinto
and dates.
“Your PLAB
2
– not
once
you
getfor
thrown
the business
of the
day was amazing – I learned things I had neverrotation.
covered before!”
2) PLAB 2 Communication Skills Online Course:
30 common PLAB 2 communication and consultation scenario type challenges broken down and
taught by myself in a comprehensive 4-hour online course. I focus on common areas that I am asked
about, aiming to boost your interpersonal score. Flexible options: 1, 3, 6 or 12 month subscriptions.
Click here for a sample video clip. “I passed PLAB 2 Dr Aman! So much from your online course helped
me on the day”
3) PLAB 2 Communication Skills On-the-Go Audiobook Course:
25 Common PLAB 2 communication and consultation scenario type challenges. I break these down
through audio and teach through a variety of tips and suggestions for how to deal with these. It is
designed to listen to again and again and in a variety of situations e.g. travelling, at the gym etc. No
expiry. Click here for details. “I listened sooo many times to your audiobook and it really helped me
pass! Everyone taking PLAB 2 should use this”

4) Medical ‘How to Explain’ On-the-Go Audiobook Course:
220+ medical conditions, diagnoses, tests and investigations explained in simple terms. Improve the
quality of your scenarios by breaking down explanations into patient-friendly language. Also designed
to listen to again and again and in a variety of situations e.g. travelling, at the gym etc. No expiry. Click
here for details. “So simple yet so effective!”
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5) Flash Teaching Cards
150 highly focused teaching cards to use on the move. Covers all
key UK guidelines as well as investigations and treatments for multiple
common exam conditions. Posted to your home, worldwide. For samples click here. “I love your
teaching cards Dr Aman! Really help with quick knowledge for the exam”

6) Dr. Aman’s free daily teaching emails:

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped

me understand the way in which clinics interact
Join #aroradaily for Dr. Aman’s daily teachingwith
emailprimary
– a quickcare,
clinical
with teaching
andscenario
I’m so glad
I had thevideo
straight to you email inbox. Also keep up-to-date
with our special PLAB 2 offers. Sign up free here:
chance.
http://eepurl.com/duAwXr
Remember you are there to learn and build up
7) Our various Social Media streams:

your competency, but so are many others as well.

Making sure you make the most of the available
Dr. Aman’s PLAB Support Group provides daily teaching to help you with PLAB 2. We also provide
opportunities means planning your needs early on
daily PLAB 2 teaching on Dr. Aman’s YouTube channel, Instagram feed (@dr_aman_arora) and Twitter
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
feed (@aman999arora).
rotation.

On a final positive note
Finally to end on a positive note, most doctors can and do pass PLAB 2. You will pass PLAB 2. Just
like any exam or assessment it takes good planning, constructive preparation and a positive mindset
– things that can significantly help boost confidence before you enter that exam centre!
Good luck!
#CanPassWillPass
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5 Powerful Ways to Maximise
Your PLAB 2 Practice

05

Practicing PLAB 2 cases with colleagues and friends is one of the main forms of preparation for the
PLAB 2 exam. This exercise can be efficient, beneficial and lead to exponential growth in confidence…
OR…it can end up fixing bad habits, just being done ‘for the sake of it’ and generally being a waste of
valuable preparation time.
These 5 thoughts are developed from personal experience of having prepared many doctors for this
exam through our Live role-play PLAB 2 courses, as well as having been a PLAB 2 examiner myself.

Record your Cases
Recording and play-back can be an extremely valuable growth tool. Do you really know how you
appear or sound in a consultation? Which words do you use? How clearly do you explain things?
Which cues do you miss? Which mannerisms may appear distracting?
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When you are role-playing as the doctor make sure you video it – just set-up
your phone a few metres away. After the session watch yourself back – you
will learn so much. It is so important that you recognise your good and
not-so-good points in your ‘PLAB 2 zone’ – often remarkably different to those
when seeing real life patient.
Simply relying on others telling you about your performance will never allow you to pick up all the
simple things that you can spot yourself. Recording and watching your own cases back after a study
group session will instantaneously maximise the productiveness of your practice.

Critically Self-reflect
So often we base how successful study group practice is solely on how many cases we get through.
Of course number of cases are important but it is vital to get as much as you can from each case.
Self-reflection of performance AFTER the session, for example when walking home, is where the
magic really happens.
Rather than switching off, go back through each case that you did yourself and break it down
systematically in your mind. You may have thought it went well at the time and would probably have
forgotten it completely, but now become a little self-critical. Have I actually asked all the red flags that
I could have? Did I know what the guy did at work or find out if his symptoms affected it? Did I actually
come back to the alcohol like I said I was going to? Could I have involved him in the second half, or did
I completely take over the consultation for 3 minutes?… Only through this detailed process of selfcritique – when you are on your own and not under pressure to move straight onto the next case – will
you realise where YOUR improvement points are…Without doing this you will almost certainly make
the same omissions and errors next time too.

Practice Back-to-Back
At our live PLAB 2 courses I’m often amazed when I find out that someone hasn’t ever practiced two
cases back-to-back. This experience is important as it is vital to see how you cope when cases go
wrong…. A really common scenario that I often hear about after a PLAB 2 exam: “the first case was so
difficult and I completely messed it up – the rest of the exam was affected by that”. This only happens
if you haven’t practiced how to move on from a case that went horribly wrong.
Please take some time to string some cases together when you practice – at least two in a row before
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you stop to discuss – it is only through practice that you can figure out
how to move on from a case that you know went badly…
Advice is often given to ‘just forget the last case and move to the next’ –
actually having the skill to do this in reality takes practice…again and again and again…
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped

Be challenging when acting

me understand the way in which clinics interact
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

I remember practicing for exams like this withchance.
friends – everything was ‘nice’. ‘Actors’ were all friendly,
sometimes information was given too easily and feedback was always based mainly on the medicine.
areonthere
to learn
and build
upOf
‘Should you have given this drug or that?’, ‘wasRemember
that referral you
based
the current
guidelines?
etc.
your
competency,
but so areImany
others
as well.
course these are all very relevant but two things
were
usually lacking….Firstly
had not
experienced
Making
sure you
make the most
of the
available
the other challenges that the exam can test such
as emotion,
communication
difficulty
etc,
and
opportunities
planning
your needs
secondly there was not enough appreciation or
discussion onmeans
areas other
than ‘clinical’,
such early
as on
– not once
you getfor
thrown
into the
business
of the
whether the ICE was addressed or whether practical
suggestions
the patient’s
work
issues were
rotation.

explored…

So when you practice with friends or
colleagues, 1) aim to challenge each
other in areas other than simply making
the medicine difficult and 2) make sure

PLAB 2 Communication
Skills On-the-Go

you discuss the other vital, non-medical
aspects of PLAB 2 after the case.

Repeat sections of a case
I have watched many role-plays between
friends and sometimes afterwards the
feedback is a) too critical and b) non
productive. Too much ‘you should have
said this’, ‘you didn’t do this’ or ‘you
could have done this better’. Whilst its
important to understand areas where
we lacked, just talking about it rarely
has any impact going forward – it is just words.
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Take the opportunity to replay part or whole of the case – maybe the ICE
part, maybe the first minute of management, maybe the explanation of the
condition. Taking 20 seconds to repeat part of a case often is much more
productive than simply discussing it and hoping that it will be better next time.

In summary
Record your own cases and watch back.
Critically reflect on your own cases after the session.
Get used to the pressure of back-to-back cases.
Challenge each other when being the actor.
Repeat parts of cases to improve next time.

How can we help your preparation?
I am passionate about guiding you through the PLAB process in the method that suits you best. We
provide a number of methods to help you prepare for your exam, all of which are in our discounted and
popular PLAB 2 Gold Pass Package.
1) Flagship Live PLAB 2 Role-play Communication Skills Course:
Held virtually. An intense half day course focused on maximising your interpersonal skills and
effective use of 8 minutes for PLAB 2. These are areas that many struggle with and the whole course
is focused on intensive role-play and direct feedback. I cover a range of scenario types such as patient
emotion, counselling, ethics, and patient-centred care. Click here for details and dates. “Your PLAB 2
day was amazing – I learned things I had never covered before!”
2) PLAB 2 Communication Skills Online Course:
30 common PLAB 2 communication and consultation scenario type challenges broken down and
taught by myself in a comprehensive 4-hour online course. I focus on common areas that I am asked
about, aiming to boost your interpersonal score. Flexible options: 1, 3, 6 or 12 month subscriptions.
Click here for a sample video clip. “I passed PLAB 2 Dr Aman! So much from your online course helped
me on the day”
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3) PLAB 2 Communication Skills On-the-Go Audiobook Course:
25 Common PLAB 2 communication and consultation scenario type
challenges. I break these down through audio and teach through a variety
of tips and suggestions for how to deal with these. It is designed to listen to
again and again and in a variety of situations e.g. travelling, at the gym etc. No expiry. Click here for
details. “I listened sooo many times to your audiobook and it really helped me pass! Everyone taking
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
PLAB 2 should use this”
me understand the way in which clinics interact
with Course:
primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
4) Medical ‘How to Explain’ On-the-Go Audiobook
chance.
220+ medical conditions, diagnoses, tests and investigations explained in simple terms. Improve the
quality of your scenarios by breaking down explanations into patient-friendly language. Also designed
Remember you are there to learn and build up
to listen to again and again and in a variety of situations e.g. travelling, at the gym etc. No expiry. Click
your competency, but so are many others as well.
here for details. “So simple yet so effective!”
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
5) Flash Teaching Cards

rotation.

150 highly focused teaching cards to use on the move. Covers all key UK guidelines and Medical
Explanations as well as investigations and treatments for multiple common exam conditions.
Posted to your home, worldwide. For

Arora PLAB 2 Gold

samples click here. “I love your teaching
cards Dr Aman! Really help with quick
knowledge for the exam”

6) Dr. Aman’s free daily teaching emails:
Join #aroradaily for Dr. Aman’s daily
teaching email – a quick clinical
scenario with teaching video straight to
you email inbox. Also keep up-to-date
with our special PLAB 2 offers. Sign up
free here: http://eepurl.com/duAwXr

7) Our various Social Media streams:
Dr. Aman’s PLAB Facebook Support
Group provides daily teaching to help
you with PLAB 2. We also provide daily
PLAB 2
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teaching on Dr. Aman’s YouTube channel, Instagram feed
(@dr_aman_arora) and Twitter feed (@aman999arora).

On a final positive note
To end on a positive note, most doctors can and do pass PLAB 2. You will pass PLAB 2 if you make
your practice efficient and productive. Just like any exam or assessment it takes good planning,
constructive preparation and a positive mindset – things that can significantly help boost confidence
before you enter that exam centre!
Good luck and #CanPassWillPass
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Finding your first job in the NHS

06

Finding and securing your first job in the NHS has many myths attached to it, depending on who you
speak to and which blogs you read. Despite this you must constantly remind yourself that there is a
shortage of doctors within the NHS and believe you will eventually secure an NHS graduate job as long
as you are properly qualified.
How easily you secure a job depends on a number of personal circumstances:
Are you concerned about location?
Are you interested in a specific specialty?
Can you work full time?
Do you have a minimum threshold for pay?
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Inevitably the more restrictions and preferences you have, the higher the
likelihood of a smaller pool of suitable jobs. However, it is important to be
honest to yourself and find job appropriate to your situation – moving to the
UK can be stressful enough without additional work-related stress.
Below are FAQs that we are often asked relating to finding NHS graduate jobs:

Where can I find vacancies for NHS Careers?
The best place to find job vacancies is the NHS jobs website: https://www.jobs.nhs.uk. The NHS will
put their job adverts here and you can filter between part-time and full-time, different roles and closing
dates. You will also be able to read the job description and fill out your job application via the
application form.

How do I create an NHS job profile?
Click on the register button in the top right-hand corner to create an account. Please read our separate
blog for more details.

Should I use an agency to increase my chances of getting an NHS job?
There is no evidence to suggest that using an agency increases your chances of securing an NHS job.
There are many examples of where a good agency has helped doctors find jobs relevant to their needs
but remember it can also be a costly process. I would advise you to read the terms and conditions of
each agency and ensure you are happy with these before signing up. Some agencies may have
different entry requirements or assessment styles that they use to help place you. For instance, some
have you attend an assessment centre before they find a graduate job that suits you and your
circumstances. If you have any doubts about their processes, discuss these with them beforehand
and make sure they are aware of the direction you want to take with your career path and professional
development.

How can I find out more information about a job before applying?
As it will most likely be the first time you are looking for an NHS job it is important to find out as much
as possible before applying. The last thing you want is to accept a job that is ultimately not right for
you.
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A great place to start is by looking at the GMC National Training survey –
a survey that UK trainees complete to give feedback on their training posts.
It has a high completion rate and is broken down into areas. This may give
you further information about a particular deanery locality, as well as how
trainees feel in that area.
these
clinics
helped
Another place to find out more is social mediathemself).
– there arePersonally
quite a fewvisiting
Facebook
groups
for IMG
understand
way that
in which
clinics
interact
doctors where you can ask specifically about me
a particular
job orthe
hospital
you are
thinking
of
with
and
I’m so glad
I had
applying for and other healthcare professionals
canprimary
give youcare,
general
information
about
thethe
role.
chance.

What are the entry requirements for
NHS jobs?
Remember
you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.
For most NHS jobs in which you’ll be working Making
with patients,
you’llmake
need to
pass
a DBS
test.available
sure you
the
most
of the
opportunities means planning your needs early on
If you are from a non English-speaking country,
you’ll
needyou
to demonstrate
speak and
– not
once
get thrown that
intoyou
thecan
business
of the
understand English to the appropriate level. You
can do this through several means, including by
rotation.
passing an IELTS test or holding a degree that was taught in English.

Depending on the role itself, you’ll need to show that you’re qualified to an appropriate level, by proving
that you have passed the proper medical exam or completed the proper degree(s) for the position.
This will be listed on the job specification. In some cases, you may also be required to show that you
have completed work experience.
The NHS entry requirements are different depending on which type of job you are looking for. For
example, if you are looking to start an NHS career within a certain specialism then you’ll need to meet
specific requirements to do with this.
adapting

What is a NHS Graduate Management Training Scheme?
There are several graduate programmes which are designed to help medical graduates to specialise
or improve on their current knowledge and skills.
The NHS Graduate Management Training Scheme is a programme that is designed for people who
wish to take on senior management healthcare roles within the public sector.
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This is a fast-track scheme, designed to give graduates an introduction to
health service management. This programme is designed to give people
hands-on work experience of all areas of healthcare management including
what it is like to effectively managing and mentoring staff in the health and care services, healthspecific financial management and an introduction to navigating health policy implemented by the
department of health. At the end of the scheme, graduates should have a rounded knowledge of what
it means to take on a senior management position within the NHS.

What level of job should I apply for?
This depends on your experience. It is therefore important to understand the different clinical roles
available in the NHS.
FY (Foundation Year doctor) –
An FY1 is a doctor who has just completed medical school with no prior clinical experience.
An FY2 is a doctor who has completed FY1 i.e. 12 months clinical experience.
FY (Foundation Year doctor) –
An FY1 is a doctor who has just
completed medical school with no

Arora MSRA Gold

prior clinical experience. An FY2 is a
doctor who has completed FY1 i.e.
12 months clinical experience.
ST/CT (Speciality Trainee/Core
Trainee)
These are doctors who completed
their foundation programme training
(ie. FY1 & FY2) and have started their
speciality training. ST1, ST2, CT1
CT2, are all SHO roles as well.
Non training post or Trust Grade
This is a non-training job. It is
important to look at the level the position is being advertised for to understand what is
expected of you e.g. a ST2 Trust grade would be expected to carry out responsibilities at
the level of a ST2 doctor.
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Clinical Fellow
A clinical fellow can be junior or senior. It is usually similar to a
SHO role with academic medicine included in the job. A senior
fellow would be expected to be at least ST3 or above.
SpR (Specialist Registrar)

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
This is a senior ‘junior doctor’ who would be at least ST3/CT3 or above. In some
me understand the way in which clinics interact
specialities this may even be ST4 or above.
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

Consultant/GP

chance.

A consultant is the most senior roleRemember
in hospital medicine
and has
training.
you are there
tocompleted
learn andtheir
build
up
A GP is a primary care physician who
has
completed their
your
competency,
buttraining.
so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the

Can I apply for jobs after passing PLAB
2?
rotation.

Yes, lots of doctors start applying for NHS jobs after passing their PLAB exams. However, your start
date must fall after you have completed your GMC registration unless you are applying for a clinical
attachment where you will be shadowing doctors.

Communication Skills For
Doctors On-the-Go
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Clinical Attachments for IMG Doctors

07

Clinical attachments in the UK are a great way for IMG (International Medical Graduates) doctors to
understand what it is like to work for the NHS. These are safe environments where you will have no
clinical responsibilities, allowing you to develop understanding and exposure to UK medical practice
and understand what it is like to be a healthcare professional. During this form of NHS work
experience, you will be able to observe and (to an extent) participate in the duties of an NHS
healthcare professional, under the supervision of a supervising consultant such as a doctor.
Many IMG doctors participate in a clinical attachment programme just before or after they have
passed their PLAB 2 exam. By this point many IMGs have already paid to come to the UK for the exam
and find it cost efficient to complete an attachment in order to gain a practical experience of the NHS
at the same time.
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What is a clinical attachment?
A clinical attachment is a supervised placement – usually in a Hospital – where an IMG doctor has no
clinical responsibility, but would be expected to complete tasks similar to a UK medical student.
Sometimes clinical attachments can also be known as ‘observerships’, as they are a great opportunity
for you to observe working in a speciality.
These are especially popular with IMGs who are already in the UK to take their medical exams, as they
are granted accessibility to the NHS during this period. This experience is not essential, but it is very
beneficial for people who are looking to become doctors in the NHS once they complete their medical
education.
During this form of work experience you may participate in:
history taking (under supervision)
observing surgeries or outpatient clinics
performing basic physical examinations (but no intimate examination) under direct
supervision

These attachments are unpaid and usually last
between 4 to 6 weeks.

Medical Exam Flash Cards

Hospitals will normally ask you to pay a fee for
a clinical attachment – usually in the region of
£400-500. This is to cover the costs for the
administrative work they need to complete in
order for you to participate in the attachment.

Am I eligible for a clinical
attachment?
The criteria for eligibility can vary for each
clinical attachment, so please check with the
hospital before applying. Usually hospitals will
ask for:
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A DBS (disclosure barring service) check – this is to check for any criminal convictions or
offences
Proof of identity e.g. passport
Appropriate references from your referees
IELTS or OET certificate (to check your English language abilities)
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
Occupational Health clearance

me understand the way in which clinics interact

with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
Attendance at the trust induction before
starting
chance.
Remember you are there to learn and build up
your competency,
but so and
are postgraduates
many others as
UK clinical attachments are popular with international
medical graduates
as well.
well
sure
you make
most
of the available
as qualified international doctors who want toMaking
gain some
hands-on
NHSthe
work
experience.
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.
How do I find a clinical attachment?
The most common way to find a clinical attachment in the NHS is to simply search the internet for
‘trusts running clinical attachments!’. Alternatively, you may already know a friend or relative working in
the NHS who may help you apply for a clinical attachment, if their trust runs these placements.
Below are a list of some trusts that run clinical attachments:
Rotherham NHS Foundation
Trust
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde
Guy’s & St Thomas’ hospital
Moorfields Eye Hospital
Essex Partnership University NHS Foundation Trust
University of Southampton
Whipp’s Cross hospital
University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire Trust
Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham
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Applying for a clinical attachment
Every hospital will have its own application form which you need to complete
when applying. This requires you to input personal data which shows you are
eligible to take on a UK clinical attachment. It is important to bear in mind that these placements are
usually competitive and so any extra information you can provide to the trust during your application
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
process may boost your chances of being accepted.
me understand the way in which clinics interact
withletter
primary
care, and
gladbeI had
the in the
It is therefore usually helpful to provide a covering
explaining
why I’m
you so
would
interested
chance.
clinical attachment and what you hope to achieve
from the placement. An up to date CV is also useful
for the hospital and your clinical supervisor to understand your prior experience. Our blog on How to
Remember
create a Powerful CV can help if you don’t already
have one.you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available

Do I need to do a clinical
Medical How To Explain
opportunities means planning your needs early on
attachment?
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
On-the-Go
rotation.

Clinical attachments are not mandatory in
order to come and work in the NHS.
However many IMG doctors find that
these placements can enhance their
applications when applying for jobs, as
they can demonstrate a) proactiveness
and initiative, and b) an understanding of
the NHS. Depending on your future career
plans you may also gain experience in a
speciality that you hope to apply for in the
future.
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How to Get Into UK GP Training
(UK-trained or IMG doctor)

08

Hello! If you are considering applying for GP training then this section is for you!

Basics of GP training Entry
The GP Entry process is managed nationally by the GPNRO (GP National Recruitment Office).
The recruitment process takes place 3 times a year – twice for jobs starting in August (Round 1
and Round 1 re-advert) and once for jobs starting in February (Round 2).
It is a highly competitive process taking into account your overall score in the MSRA
assessment.
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Eligibility for application includes:
Must have a basic medical qualification eg MBBS, MbChB.
Must be eligible to work in UK.
Must have full registration from GMC, with a licence to practice by the time your job starts.
Must have evidence of having met UK Foundation Competencies (eg through being on the UK
Foundation Year programme or through a Consultant signing a CREST 2021 (Certificate of
Readiness to Enter Specialty Training) form. For details on this form see the CREST section below.
Must have at least 2 years clinical experience by the time training starts (UK or abroad).

The 2 GP training Application Stages
Stage 1: Long-listing period
Occurs via application through Oriel

Arora MSRA Gold
Package

To be long-listed, you need to meet the
eligibility criteria described above.
Stage 2: Specialty Recruitment
Assessment (SRA / MSRA)
Consists of a computer-based exam with
two components
a) clinical questions
b) professional dilemma questions.
All questions are in multiple choice format.
Clinical problem solving paper (CPS) – 97
clinical questions in 75 minutes.
Professional dilemma paper (SJT) – 50 Situational Judgement Test questions in 95 minutes.
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Your MSRA Score counts for 100% of your GP Entry application score.

On Results day you will be notified of your final results and National rank through Oriel.
For further details of how to prepare for MSRA
see further
down this
e-book.
themself).
Personally
visiting
these clinics helped
me understand the way in which clinics interact
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
chance.

Important dates for application and MSRA

Remember you are there to learn and build up

your competency, but so are many others as well.
Click here for all important dates - both for current and upcoming rounds:
Making sure you make the most of the available
https://aroramedicaleducation.co.uk/the-msra-what-it-is-and-how-to-prepare/
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the

How we can help you get into GP rotation.
Training
1) Our most popular and comprehensive MSRA package is our MSRA Gold Pass Package – saving you
time, money and planning. All of our MSRA courses and material (Online Clinical courses, 2x
Audiobook Courses, 6x Mock Exams and Clinical Flash Cards) are included in this mega discounted
bundle. Designed to use over a 3-12 month preparation plan, it covers every aspect of MSRA
preparation – both in terms of knowledge boost and exam technique, in 4 different teaching styles to
suit each type of learning. Click here for full details and samples.
2) Our MSRA Clinical Crammer Online Course. 9+ of core clinical teaching that you watch, pause and
rewind as many times as you like. 1, 3, 6 or 12-month subscription options. For a free video sample
click here.
3) Our MSRA Clinical Crammer Audiobook Course. 6+ hours of focused clinical teaching, mapping the
SRA blueprint syllabus. Designed to listen to as many times as you like, offline or online. No expiry. For
a free sample click here.
4) Our MSRA SJT Principles Audiobook Course. 1-hour audio course focused on breaking down the
GMC’s Good Medical Practice guidance, covering how to approach professional dilemma SJT
situations for your assessment. Designed to listen to as many times as you like, offline or online. For a
free sample click here.
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5) Our MSRA Mock Exams. Question papers and layouts similar to the real
MSRA, our focused Mock Exams expose you to common areas that doctors
struggle with. Explanations are to-the-point and based around key principles
and guidance that you need to know. Click here for sample questions.
5) Our Flash Revision Cards. 150 highly

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped

Covers all key UK guidelines as well as

with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

investigations and treatments for multiple

chance.

Arorathe
MSRA
Audio
Bundle
focused teaching cards to use on the move. me understand
way in which
clinics
interact
common exam conditions. Posted to your
Remember you are there to learn and build up

home, worldwide.

your competency, but so are many others as well.
6) Our free teaching and support through

Making sure you make the most of the available

Social Media: plenty of daily teaching

opportunities means planning your needs early on

through our Flagship GP Training

– not once you get thrown into the business of the

Facebook Support Group, YouTube

rotation.

channel and Instagram page.

Once in GP training
Training is usually 3 years in total
(full time)
Usually 18 months in General Practice
placements, 18 months in hospital rotations eg Paediatrics, Acute Medicine, A&E
Need to complete MRCGP to exit training, consists of 3 components:
a) AKT exam (for more details on the AKT click here)
b) RCA assessment (for more details on the RCA click here)
c) Workplace based assessment (for more details on WBPA click here)
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On a final note…
If you are planning to apply for GP training I wish you good luck! General
Practice is an extremely varied and rewarding career, as well as being one
allows flexibility of work-life balance.

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
I look forward to supporting you through your me
successful
selection
understand
the way in which clinics interact
process, as well as once in GP training as well!
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

chance.
Good luck and #CanPassWillPass

Remember you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.
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The CREST Form – Everything you
need to know

09

We regularly receive questions about the CREST Form in regards to application for Speciality Training.
This blog aims to cover key points that you should know.

What is CREST form 2021?
CREST stands for Certificate of Readiness to Enter Speciality Training. This form enables applicants
for Speciality Training to demonstrate that they have foundation level competences.

Who needs to fill out a CREST form?
Many International Medical Graduate doctors complete internship in their home country before
coming to the UK.
To enter speciality training in the UK, applicants must demonstrate that they have a) achieved
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foundation level competences and have b) completed accepted clinical
experience (usually 24 months in total). By completing the CREST form an
applicant (who has the necessary clinical experience) can demonstrate that
they have achieved foundation competences and apply directly to speciality
training.
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
The CREST form is NOT for applicants who have:
me understand the way in which clinics interact
Completed a UK Foundation programme
(within last
3.5 and
years)
– you
would
needthe
to submit
with primary
care,
I’m
so glad
I had
a copy of your UKFPCC.
chance.
Started but not completed a UK foundation training
Remember you are there to learn and build up
Completed a Foundation Year 2 standalone
post
your competency,
but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available

Who can sign the CREST form?

opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the

rotation.
Applicants should note that there is strict criteria regarding the completion of CREST forms. Failure to
meet any of the criteria can result in the form being rejected and therefore impact the applicant’s
chances of applying to UK speciality training.
Guidance states that the following people can sign the form:
Consultants
General Practitioners (GP)
Clinical Directors
Medical Superintendents
Academic Professors
Locum Consultants with a CCT/ CESR
AND they must have worked with you for a minimum continuous period of three months (whole time
equivalent) and within the last 3.5 years of the advertised post (job) start date for which you are
applying.
If the person signing the form is not registered with the GMC then they will need to provide evidence of
their registration with their respective medical regulation body – and if it is not in English, a certified
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translated copy must be provided.
If they have previously been registered with the GMC, this will not be
acceptable as evidence as the person signing will still need to provide
evidence of their registration with their current medical regulation authority.
If the required evidence is not provided or is not accompanied by a certified translated copy (if
necessary) the application will be rejected.
Please note the signatory cannot be someone with whom you have a close personal relationship.

Can I use a previous CREST form?
Unfortunately for all speciality training applications only the CREST 2021 form will be accepted –
CREST 2020 is no longer valid.

Do I need to ensure that all the
competences are signed?

Medical Exam Flash Cards

Yes, an incomplete CREST 2021 form will not
be accepted, as you need to demonstrate you
have achieved all the foundation competences
to be eligible to apply for speciality training.

Does my signatory have to
witness me for each competency?
No, you may wish to ask senior colleagues to
observe you for a competency and ask your
signatory to rely on their observations as
evidence. Please note their contact details and
professional status will need to be filled out in the form to demonstrate that they have witnessed you
complete a competency. They may also be contacted to verify they have observed you for a specific
area. However, this colleague must be a senior colleague e.g. ST5 or above. A non-senior trainee e.g.
FY2 or ST1 will not be accepted even if they have witnessed you achieve a specific competency.
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Will the CREST 2021 form be valid for future rounds?
Yes, the form remains valid for future rounds – provided that there are no
changes to the conditions prior to the new intended start date.

What about Advanced Life Support (ALS) training?

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped

me understand the way in which clinics interact
The guidance states that you need to be able to demonstrate ability in cardiac and respiratory arrest
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
management.
chance.
Part of this evidence may be an Advanced Life Support Certificate from the Resuscitation Council UK
Remember you are there to learn and build up
but an equivalent to this certificate will also be accepted provided you can demonstrate the same
your competency, but so are many others as well.
competency for this area. The guidance clearly states however that an ALS course alone is insufficient
Making sure you make the most of the available
– extra evidence may be needed.
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
Recent emails seen from the GPNRO however have stated that ‘the requirement for ALS has been
rotation.
removed from the person specification and 2021 CREST form’. If in any doubt it is worth contacting
the Applications team directly.

How we can help with GP and Specialty Application
1) Our most popular and comprehensive MSRA package is our MSRA Gold Pass Package – saving you
time, money and planning. All of our MSRA courses and material (Online Clinical courses, 2x Audiobook
Courses, 6x Mock Exams and Clinical Flash Cards) are included in this mega discounted bundle.
Designed to use over a 3-12 month preparation plan, it covers every aspect of MSRA preparation – both
in terms of knowledge boost and exam technique, in 4 different teaching styles to suit each type of
learning. Click here for full details and samples.
2) Our MSRA Clinical Crammer Online Course. 9+ of core clinical teaching that you watch, pause and
rewind as many times as you like. 1, 3, 6 or 12-month subscription options. For a free video sample click
here.
3) Our MSRA Clinical Crammer Audiobook Course. 6+ hours of focused clinical teaching, mapping the
SRA blueprint syllabus. Designed to listen to as many times as you like, offline or online. No expiry. For a
free sample click here.
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4) Our MSRA SJT Principles Audiobook Course. 1-hour audio course
focused on breaking down the GMC’s Good Medical Practice guidance,
covering how to approach professional dilemma SJT situations for your
assessment. Designed to listen to as many times as you like, offline or online.
For a free sample click here.
5) Our MSRA Mock Exams. Question papers and layouts similar to the real MSRA, our focused Mock
Exams expose you to common areas that doctors struggle with. Explanations are to-the-point and based
around key principles and guidance that you need to know. Click here for sample questions.
6) Our Flash Revision Cards. 150 highly focused teaching cards to use on the move. Covers all key UK
guidelines as well as investigations and treatments for multiple common exam conditions. Posted to
your home, worldwide.
7) Our free teaching and support through Social Media: plenty of daily teaching through our Flagship GP
Training Facebook Support Group, YouTube channel and Instagram page.

Arora MSRA Gold Package

Final thoughts…
I would suggest that you print out the
CREST form in advance and read through
each competency. This will enable you to
plan how to get each section completed
and make the most of opportunities when
they arise. All the relevant forms can be
found on the ORIEL website
https://www.oriel.nhs.uk/Web/
ResourceBank/Edit/MTA3NA%3D%3D.
If in doubt please check with the relevant
recruitment team – eg GPNRO for GP
training – to ensure that your form is
completed correctly.
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The MSRA Assessment: What it
is and How to Prepare

10

If you are preparing for MSRA – either for GP or Speciality Entry – this section is for you!

What is the MSRA?
The Multi-Specialty Recruitment Assessment (MSRA – also known as SRA) is a computer-based
assessment and forms part of application for UK postgraduate training in the following specialities:
General Practice
Radiology
Psychiatry
Ophthalmology
Obstetrics and Gynaecology
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Neurosurgery
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS)
Community Sexual and Reproductive Healthcare (CSRH)
Anesthetics
Each speciality utilises your MSRA result in a different way – it is worth looking at the individual
specialty websites (for example the GPNRO website for GP Training) for further information.
For the purposes GP Training application, the MSRA can be taken at various centres across the UK.
For a full overview of getting into UK GP Training read our blog here.
Your MSRA result lasts for the duration of the recruitment year in which it is taken (the recruitment
year is from November to October) – it cannot be carried over into the following recruitment year and
will have to be retaken if application occurs again in the next recruitment year. You can resit MSRA
within the same recruitment year if you are unsuccessful in an attempt.

MSRA Exam Dates

Arora MSRA Gold

Click here for the latest MSRA dates application, exam dates and results:
https://aroramedicaleducation.co.uk/the-msrawhat-it-is-and-how-to-prepare/

Format of the MSRA
The assessment consists of two
types of question papers:
a) Clinical questions (75-minute
paper)
b) Professional dilemma questions
(95-minute paper)
The Professional Dilemma Paper usually happens first and is shortly followed by the Clinical
Questions paper.
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The Professional Dilemma Paper usually happens first and is
shortly followed by the Clinical Questions paper.
A 5-minute break occurs between papers (countdown appears
on screen).
There is a countdown timer for each individual paper on the screen.
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
Total duration of the assessment is just under 3 hours (175 minutes, including break).
me understand the way in which clinics interact
withconsists
primary
and I’m so
glad I had
the
The Professional dilemma paper (SJT)
ofcare,
50 Situational
Judgement
Test
questions
in 95 minutes – this paper occurs first.
See below for more details and example questions.
chance.
The Clinical problem-solving paper (CPS) consists of 97 clinical questions in 75 minutes –
Remember you are there to learn and build up
this paper starts 2 minutes after completion of the SJT paper. See below for more details
your competency, but so are many others as well.
and example questions.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.

The Professional Dilemma (SJT) Paper
Paper duration: 95 minutes

Number of questions: 50 (see this video which covers how to approach the two main types
of MSRA SJT Question)
Assesses 3 core competencies (covered in our MSRA SJT Principles Audio course):
a) Professional Integrity
b) Coping with Pressure
c) Empathy and Sensitivity
It assesses how someone behaves when posed with a potential professional dilemma at
work as well as your ability to judge the situation and decide how to approach it.
No clinical knowledge is assessed in this paper and there is NO negative marking.
There are two types of question (see this video which covers how to approach the two main
types of MSRA SJT Question):
1) Ranking questions – These are questions where you are presented with four or five
actions relevant to the scenario and are asked to rank how you would approach the
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situation in order or appropriateness (with ‘1’ being most
appropriate and ‘5’ being the least appropriate action)
2) Multiple choice questions – These will ask you to choose the
three most appropriate actions related to the situation from a list
of eight – the combination of these three actions should help resolve the situation in the
question.
Sample SJT Question
You are a FY2 Doctor on an orthopaedic ward. Your team have just seen an elderly Spanish man on
the busy ward round who understands limited English. Your registrar has gained written consent from
him for a hip operation scheduled for 2 days’ time. One of the nurses quietly says to you that she
suspects the patient was just nodding politely and understood very little. She says she does not want
to undermine the registrar. You know his daughter visits daily and always translates if she is present.
Do you:
Rank the following actions in order from the most appropriate (1) to the least appropriate (5) in this
situation.
A) Call the patient’s daughter directly to alert her what has happened
B) Address your registrar in front of the patient about these concerns, presuming the patient
does not understand
C) Speak to the registrar privately at the end of the ward round about the concerns
D) Ignore the nurse’s comment as the patient’s daughter could always relay any concerns when
she visits later
E) Encourage the nurse to speak up and then carry on with your ward round tasks
Suggested Answer: CBAED
C is the best option as you are speaking directly with the registrar, and not undermining them in front
of the patient or team. The question states that the ward round was busy so waiting until the end may
be more appropriate, especially as the operation is still in 2 days’ time. GMC Good Medical Practice
states that you should make sure ‘arrangements are made, wherever possible, to meet patient’s
language and communication needs’ and be satisfied that consent is taken before providing
treatment. As the nurse is reluctant to speak it is important to ensure the concerns do not go
unnoticed, especially since you are aware his daughter usually translates.
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B is not as good an option because although it does directly act on your
concerns, it undermines the registrar in front of others and may impact your
working relationship. Furthermore, it may distress the patient who has
limited understanding of English. It ranks higher than A, E or D because at
least the concerns are actively voiced directly to him.
themself).
Personally
these
clinics
A is a poor option as it potentially breaches patient
confidentiality
andvisiting
may cause
distress
tohelped
the
meand
understand
the understanding
way in whichbut
clinics
patient and relative. You are taking action to try
ensure patient
goinginteract
about it in
primary
care,
and
I’m sorelationship
glad I had and
the iii) may
a way that i) undermines the registrar, ii) may with
negatively
impact
your
working
chance.
negatively impact the patient and family’s trust
in the medical care being provided.
Remember
you are
to learn
up
E is the next worst option here as although you
are encouraging
herthere
to speak
up, youand
are build
not taking
your
competency,
but
sothe
areconsent
many others
well.
any responsibility in following this up – and thus
checking
to ensure
that
taken isasvalid.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities
means
planning
yourand
needs
D is the worst option as it disregards a suspicion
that the consent
taken
was invalid
fails early
to acton
on
not once
you getthat
thrown
into the
business
ofher
theis
this at all. Relying on the patient’s daughter to– relay
any concerns
the patient
may
confide to
rotation.
inappropriate. This does nothing to actively voice
concerns to the registrar, who is a position to
discuss the operation again and ensure consent taken is valid (in the presence of an appropriate
interpreter if necessary).

The Clinical Paper
Paper duration: 75 minutes
Number of questions: 97
Assesses your ability to apply clinical knowledge to help make clinical decisions – it is not
a test of pure knowledge.
Questions can assess 5 core competencies:
a) investigation

d) prescribing

b) diagnosis

e) management

c) emergency
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12 clinical topic areas are included – all covered in our MSRA
Clinical Crammer Online Course:
Cardiovascular

Paediatrics

Dermatology/ENT/Eyes

Pharmacology and
Therapeutics

Endocrinology/Metabolic
Psychiatry/Neurology
Gastroenterology/Nutrition
Renal/Urology
Infectious/Haematology/
Allergy/Genetics

Reproductive

Musculoskeletal

Respiratory

There are two different types of question:

MSRA Clinical Crammer
Online Course

1) Extended matching questions – EMQ
(chose the single most appropriate answer
from a choice – answers relate to several
questions)
2) Single best answer – SBA (choose the
single most appropriate answer from a
choice – answers relate to a single
question)
Sample Clinical Question
Ruby is 2 years old and is seen today with her
father as she has had a one-week history of
runny nose and has complained her throat
hurts. This morning she has noted a rash on
both cheeks but nowhere else on the body.
Ruby is well in herself and eating, drinking,

passing urine and opening her bowels as normal. She has no other medical history and is up to date
with immunisations. She is not lethargic and on examination today is playing happily in the consulting
room, has normal observations and an unremarkable respiratory and throat examination. There is a
diffuse erythematous rash on both cheeks. What is her most likely diagnosis?
A) Scarlet Fever
B) Herpes virus type 6
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C) Measles
D) Rubella
E) Parvovirus B19
Suggested Answer and key Learning Points: E
Slapped Cheek Syndrome (usually school age children) is caused by the organism
Parvovirus B19.
An erythematous facial rash (one or both cheeks) is a key defining feature, but usually
other prodromal features are common e.g. low-grade fever, myalgia, nausea, runny nose
The condition is usually mild and self-limiting.
Treatment is mainly supportive e.g. rest, fluids, analgesia.
Complications are rare in health people, if patient is pregnant then further advice should
be sought.

What is the pass mark for the MSRA?
There is no specific pass mark for the MSRA. There is no maximum score for the MSRA and your
result is dependent on the results of other candidates within your cohort taking the MSRA exam.
You will be allocated a band number between 1 and 4. A band 1 score in either paper usually means
the candidate has been unsuccessful. Band 4 represents a high score.
Each Speciality will utilise MSRA marks in a different way. Please visit the relevant Speciality
recruitment website for full details.
For GP training the MSRA is marked using a method called normalisation. The MSRA scores for GP
training candidates are normalised around a mean score of 250 with a standard deviation of 40.

How to Prepare for and Pass MSRA
Firstly, I would suggest becoming familiar with the controls and exam set up by looking at the demo
videos at the Pearson VUE and Oriel sites.
From my own experience with doctors preparing for MSRA there are two main chosen approaches –
question-bank based and ‘formal revision’ based – and I am often asked which is best.
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My simple answer is that relying on one method alone can leave you a little
short. No question bank can cover every aspect of the MSRA, whilst purely
reading books and guidelines will not give your brain adequate exposure to
problem-solving. If planned well, both should be used together as both have
advantages in terms of improving retention and performance.
themself).
Personally
visiting
these clinics
Making optimum use of time is important – using
travel time
to answer
a few questions
herehelped
or there,
me understand
way in
which
clinics
interact
or listen to a chapter of our MSRA Clinical Crammer
Audiobookthe
or MSRA
SJT
Principles
Audiobook
with primary
and
so glad
courses for example, can add to the formal preparation
time care,
that you
sitI’m
down
to do.I had the
chance.
Some prefer visual learning – for example our MSRA Clinical Crammer Online Course allows you to
follow syllabus-based teaching on screen.

Remember you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available

opportunities
means
planning
early
on
Another very common question that I get asked
is ‘which question
bank
should Iyour
use?’needs
I have not
had
not once
into
the business
of the
experience of all banks on the market but all I–would
say isyou
try get
and thrown
have some
variety.
Often doctors
rotation.
rely on only one question bank and get very used
to a certain style of question-writing – doing the
same style of question 2-3000 times is bound to trigger your brain to think in a certain way and it can
be very confusing when another ‘style’ is suddenly encountered in the exam.
Whether you purchase two question banks, or whether you simply hire a few MSRA question books
from the library, try to at least use two sources – our MSRA Online Mock Exams can offer a different
style of question, as well as pressurised practice under timed-conditions – something that many
candidates miss out in their preparation.

How can we help you score well?
1) Our most popular and comprehensive MSRA package is our MSRA Gold Pass Package – saving
you time, money and planning. All of our MSRA courses and material (Online Clinical courses, 2x
Audiobook Courses, 6x Mock Exams and Clinical Flash Cards) are included in this mega discounted
bundle. Designed to use over a 3-12 month preparation plan, it covers every aspect of MSRA
preparation – both in terms of knowledge boost and exam technique, in 4 different teaching styles to
suit each type of learning. Click here for full details and samples.
2) Our MSRA Clinical Crammer Online Course. 9+ of core clinical teaching that you watch, pause and
rewind as many times as you like. 1, 3, 6 or 12 month subscription options. For a free video sample
click here.
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3) Our MSRA Clinical Crammer Audiobook Course. 6+ hours of focused
clinical teaching, mapping the SRA blueprint syllabus. Designed to listen to as
many times as you like, offline or online. No expiry. For a free sample click here.
4) Our MSRA SJT Principles Audiobook Course. 1-hour audio course focused on breaking down the
GMC’s Good Medical Practice guidance, covering how to approach professional dilemma SJT
situations for your assessment. Designed to listen to as many times as you like, offline or online.
For a free sample click here.
5) Our MSRA Mock Exams. Question papers and layouts similar to the real MSRA, our focused Mock
Exams expose you to common areas that doctors struggle with. Explanations are to-the-point and
based around key principles and guidance that you need to know. Click here for sample questions.
6) Our Flash Revision Cards. 150 highly focused teaching cards to use on the move. Covers all key UK
guidelines as well as investigations and treatments for multiple common exam conditions. Posted to
your home, worldwide.
7) Our free teaching and support through Social Media: plenty of daily teaching through our GP
Training/MSRA Facebook Support Group, YouTube channel and Instagram page.

On a final note,
If you are preparing for the MSRA I wish you good luck! It can be a challenging assessment but if you
balance question banks with background preparation you should do very well.
Our videos on how to effectively plan, prepare and boost exam preparation may help.
I look forward to supporting you through your successful selection process, and if applying to GP
training I hope to meet you on our GP training courses!
Good luck and #CanPassWillPass
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How to use Reflection in your
Portfolio Entries

11

Hello! If you need to use reflection in your portfolio entries and struggle with this, this section is for
you! It covers how to do it, what not to do, how to make it less tedious and how to make it less of a
bore.
We all naturally ‘reflect’ all the time but sometimes it is extremely difficult to transfer this into written
words. In this blog I’m going to give you three quick tips to make reflection a little bit less strenuous –
may be even easy!

What is Reflection?
As mentioned, we all naturally reflect on things that happen at work. Often it is based around your gut
feeling to something – your core feelings about an event. This can be based on anything – a learning
event… some reading that you’ve done… or a patient that you saw that day. What did you take away
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from that episode and how does that add to your development as a doctor
in training or a GP in training?
Personally as a trainee I used to hate the word reflection – it used to fill me
with dread. When I went home and realised “I’ve got to do three or four reflections today” or “I need to
catch up on my reflection entries”, it used to feel like a drag.
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
mechanged
understand
the way in which
One day as an ST3 however a patient encounter
my understanding.
I saw aclinics
young interact
patient
primary
I’m so glad
had the
who presented with vague abdominal pain. Hewith
seemed
prettycare,
well, and
examination
was Inormal
and his
chance.
numbers were fine. I was about to send him home
as a likely simple gastroenteritis but something
made me stop and think about his appendix. I don’t know why I thought about his appendix – I don’t
Remember
you
are there
to learn
upto
even know why it came to my mind. It certainly
wasn’t going
through
my mind
whenand
I wasbuild
talking
your competency,
but sothe
aresurgical
many others
well.
him, but something made me think about appendicitis.
I ended up calling
on-call as
team
and
sure youthe
make
the SHO
mosttoof
the available
admitted him (thinking back I’m not sure how Making
I even convinced
surgical
accept
the
planning
your needs
early on
admission!) Anyway he went in, was operatedopportunities
on the next daymeans
and he ended
up having
a flaring
– not once you get thrown into the business of the

appendicitis.

rotation.
The next day I went to my trainer and discussed his case and openly admitted that I don’t really know
what made me send him to hospital. My trainer replied “Oh that’s really good, you reflected really well
on that – you should put it in your portfolio.” Later I thought about this – what did I really do? I
suddenly the essence of reflection is not picking a patient and then simply describing what happened
– it’s about letting the patient come to you and trying to understand your thoughts around it.

Key Idea Number 1
The first tip I’ll say about reflection is let the patient or the event come to you.
Don’t go looking for an event or a patient to reflect about because you’re starting with the wrong idea.
I’d suggest simply think about the patients you saw in a clinic – perhaps on your way home – and
figure out which one sticks in your mind the most. It might not be the one that you’d think is the ideal
one to ‘reflect on’. Maybe you’d think it’s the acute chest pain that you sent to hospital – maybe that
would be a good reflective case to do but actually your mind turns to the young child who came in with
a simple viral infection. For some reason this child sticks in your mind – try and understand why. Why
is this particular child still in my mind – it could have been just one of the other hundreds of children
that I see with viral infection but why has that one stuck out?
If you start to think about that, you’ve likely started the reflection process.
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Key Idea Number 2
Now that you’ve got your patient that, for some reason is in your mind, think
about three words that come to your mind about this patient. Three
emotions maybe – guilt, frustration, feeling out of depth, unsure about what you’re doing, happy, proud
– whatever they may be… think of three words that really sum up that particular patient – or learning
themself).
Personally
visiting
these
clinics helped
event – or bit of reading. Start with those three
words – they’re
the basis
of your
reflection.
me understand the way in which clinics interact
with primary
care,
andfind
I’mthat
so glad
I had
the
Now if you work your reflection entry around those
three words,
you’ll
writing
about
the event
becomes so much easier than when you startchance.
from the ‘normal process’ of simply describing what
happened.
Remember you are there to learn and build up
but
so to
are
many easier
otherstoaswrite
well.
Start with these three emotions and you’ll findyour
that competency,
your ‘reflections’
start
become
Making sure you make the most of the available

about.

opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.

Key Idea Number 3
Once you’ve got these three key buzz emotions or words in your mind, start from the bottom upwards.
What we normally do is start from the top, as normal, and type things through the portfolio boxes on
screen. The result? You end up with a
top-heavy, descriptive analysis because all your
energy goes into the top box – what happened.
You end up describing everything in detail:

Communication Skills For
Doctors On-the-Go

“Their heart rate was X, their blood pressure was
Y, abdominal examination showed Z, in their
history they said they had 1, 2, 3. They took this
drug. I suggested this medication, I did a referral
etc etc.”
We end up simply re-writing things that
supervisors could easily go and read in the notes.
If you start like this the bulk of your thinking and
your mental work goes in the top part of the
reflection – by the time you get down to the
bottom boxes, you’re already fed up of this case!
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You just want to end it – you save it and move onto the next one because
you know you’ve still got three more ‘reflections’ to do today.
The last few questions or parts of the entry are actually the real focus – what did you get out of the
event? What were your learning outcomes? What would you do differently next time? These are your
real, true reflective parts.
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
me
understand
the–way
in which
interact
I’d advise starting with these bottom questions
and
move upwards
“What
did you clinics
learn out
of this?”,
withyou
primary
and three
I’m so
gladinI had
the
“What are your learning needs?”, “How did it make
feel?” care,
Put those
words
that you’ve
chance.
already thought of and start there. By doing this
the bulk of your entry is in the reflective end – as
opposed to the descriptive end.
Remember you are there to learn and build up
your
competency,
but soalready
are many
others
By the time you get to the top of the entry – the
descriptive
part – you’ve
written
mostasofwell.
the
Making
sure you
theold
most
of the
available
bulk of the entry already – you now simply need
a few short
lines:make
“35 year
patient,
came
in, URTI
opportunities means planning your needs early on
symptoms, sent to hospital.” – that’s it – the description.
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.

Medical Explanation Flash
Cards

In Summary
Reflection doesn’t need to be challenging.
Think about these three things when you go
forward to make your reflection less of a
chore:
Let the reflection come to you – don’t think
about which patient will be good to reflect
on – it never works well that way.
Start with three gut reactions or feelings
and focus your reflection around these
three words
Start with the bottom and go upwards –
more of the reflective part and less of the
descriptive part.
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10 Game-Changers To Beat Exam Fear

12

We’ve all been there…
You find yourself in a huge panic as suddenly you can’t see yourself passing an exam. For some it
happens before you’ve even started preparing, for some when you actually book the exam, for some it
might happen the night before.
Feelings overwhelm your mind: “I’ll never pass…I’ve not done enough work…everyone else knows more
than me…if only I started earlier” etc etc.
Expecting this to happen and then having a plan to deal with it is key. Its a very normal occurrence and
can usually be easily conquered – but you do need understand your approach beforehand.
If not controlled properly, preparation can quickly become haphazard and inefficient and your
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performance might not match your ultimate ability.
Here are 10 game-changing things that you can do at various stages of exam
preparation to help conquer that uninvited, sometimes crippling fear.

Before you start preparing
Game-changer number 1
Understand the exam format inside-out. Nothing gives you more confidence early on that
understanding the exam setup before you start.
Explore areas such as: what will be used to assess my performance? What question types will come
my way? How long are stations and how long do I get in between each one? What is the marking
scheme used to assess me?…
There are often guides produced by the major institutions for exams – RCGP, GMC etc – make sure
you go through these… Nothing worse than getting halfway through your preparation and then
realising you’ve spent time on things that won’t really matter or haven’t helped in achieving your endgoal… Dedicate some time to understanding the exam early on – confidence is boosted before you’ve
even started.
Game-changer number 2
Understand your job in the exam. We often start preparing for exams without realising what our job is.
What am I supposed to demonstrate in this exam? Is it pure knowledge? Is it application of
knowledge?
Am I supposed to show how I can elicit information from a patient? Is this information mainly clinical
or non-clinical? Am I supposed to demonstrate good communication or am I demonstrating pure
medical management?… Look at the guidance about outcomes.
What does a passing candidate demonstrate? What are the common reasons for failing?…If you don’t
know what your job is in the first place, how will you do your job correctly?
Game-changer number 3
Make a plan and dedicate yourself to it. The famous phrase “if you fail to plan then plan to fail” is
never truer than with exams. Too often we jump in headfirst without a plan, then wonder why there’s
suddenly too much to do in the last few days or weeks.
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The reward
Fear
and anxiety
that you
multiplies,
set for yourself
confidence
at the
drops,
beginning
performance
however
is (whether
affected….
a
regularPLAN
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one or
PLAN.
a newWhat
one do
for Ieach
needsession),
to cover in
and
the
how
endmuch
will draw
timeyou
do Iback.
have?
Write down a timetable – where should I be with 3 months to go, 1 month
Saygo,
to
you
2 weeks
love chocolate
to go, 1 week
cookies.
to go?
Promise yourself to your favourite chocolate
cookie after you complete a certain number of chapters or questions. The reward can be going out for
dinner,some
Make
catching
key targets
up with for
friends,
yourself
or watching
then work
a out
movie
how
– you’ll
it doesn’t
meetreally
them…
matter
Alsoexcept
plan a few
that ‘buffer
it matters to
themself).
Personally
visiting these clinics helped
you. Every
weeks’
to catch
time you
up –lose
life concentration,
happens, things
remind
get in
yourself
the way, of
unexpected
the reward.
events
understand
thetake
way
inpressure
which clinics
interact
disrupt plans – this is completely normal and me
a buffer
week helps
the
of deadlines
away.
with
primary
care,
and
soto
glad
I had
Many times it is tempting to give ourselves the
reward
first and
then
sit I’m
down
work
– “I’llthe
watch the
chance.
moviegood
With
and planning
then do some
thesework”.
thingsThis
are controlled
often backfires.
(and ifIfyou
youdon’t
reward
need
yourself
your buffer
beforeweek
you you
complete
suddenly
a
task, you
have
extrahave
timeno
that
motivation
you didn’tleft
expect!)….Good
to work when planning
it gets tough
is always
and discipline
key to success
soon falters.
– don’t plan to fail,
Remember,
plan
to win. work first, then reward.

Remember you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on

Game-changer
number 4
3) Think Forward

– not once you get thrown into the business of the

rotation.
Talk to those who have done it. One of the best
ways to conquer fear is to hear people talk about what
Unlike
rewards,
thinking
is a the
long-term
process
where
you think
‘two
positive,
twoHow
negative’.
you
fear.
Find those
whoforward
have taken
exam and
ask them
about
it. What
did
they use?
did they
prepare?
If you’re preparing for an exam, think of two positive implications of passing, as well as two negative
ones.would
Positive
implications
can about
be things
getting intoWhat
a particular
training
programme
or getting a
What
they
have changed
theirlike
preparation?
were the
three most
beneficial
step closerthat
to your
job – essentially
positive that you know will happen if you pass the
resources
they dream
used?….There’s
a wealthanything
of
exam in a few
months.
knowledge
in those
who have already walked

the path that you’re walking on.
Arora PLAB 1 Gold
Whenever your discipline starts to falter, re-focus on your two long-term reasons to pass – the two
things that
givehowever
you immense
benefit
in the future. We all have times when you sit in the middle of a
Choose
wisely
– avoid
the moaners
three-hour
revision
session
– mainly because you start to look for short-term benefits
and
complainers
– the
effectand
canget
bebored
completely
like grabbing
a coffee
talking for!…If
to someone.
But thinking of your long-term benefits may draw you
opposite
to what
you’reorlooking
you find
back
to focus.
the
right
people, whether talking face-to-face or
through the huge number of social media
In addition to ‘two
try golden
to havechance
‘two negative’ as well. Think of two clear negative implications
opportunities,
don’tpositive’,
ignore this
– ifconquer
I don’t pass
I willboost
not progress
in training or I might lose out on a good job opportunity. A few
to
fear and
confidence.
negative implications will keep you reminded of what you might lose if you do not work hard today.
You are human – even with the best intentions, your two positives are not always strong enough.

When you’re having a tough day
Game-changer number 5

Remember those that you have already passed.
We all have bad days and it can be difficult to
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feel
confident in these times. The past however can sometimes our best
4) Accountability
friend if used correctly.
Finally we come to accountability. Being accountable only to yourself can of
course
work,
butback
being
totwo
someone
else
adds
the fear
of being
Take
your
mind
– accountable
remember the
or three
most
difficult
exams
that
answerable
or letting
the other
person
down.
you
got through.
Remember
how
you felt
during preparation – it is likely that you had moments where
you doubted yourself then too.
Try making yourself accountable to a third person
– perhaps
a friend or
colleague.
This
is a strong
themself).
Personally
visiting
these
clinics
helped
reason whyhow
study
groups
are extremely
important.
When
you prepare
with
you
naturally
set
me understand
theyour
way
insomeone,
which
clinics
interact
Remember
you
did much
better than
expected,
re-emphasize
previous
exam
successes
to
targets
and–eventually
make
that boost
you are
both primary
on theAnd
same
page.
When
you
seeInot
someone
else
with
care,
and
I’m
so
glad
had
theany
your
brain
it’s amazing
howsure
it helps
confidence.
don’t
worry
if you
have
done
doing asimilar
lot in ato
set
time
you’repreparing
automatically
motivated
tomindset
do the same.
chance.
exams
the
oneperiod,
that you’re
for now
– it is the
that you are looking to
correct – one where you realise that you’ve probably passed more exams that you can count in life up
You
can
be accountable
a relative
orone
even
your
spouse.
Plan
complete
set number
of chapters
Remember
you
are
there toalearn
and build
up
to
this
point!
This exam istojust
another
that
you’ll
tick off
asto
well.
or questions by the end of the day, and then tell
them
your plan. Tell
them
to ask
you a
few questions
your
competency,
but
so are
many
others
as well.
on
the chaptersnumber
you studied
later that eveningMaking
– you’ll likely
wantmake
to make
sure
you’re
rightavailable
slightly
sure you
the
most
of the
Game-changer
6
more than if the questions weren’t coming! opportunities means planning your needs early on
Read some positive feedback. On those days where confidence is low, give your mind a boost by
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
reading something positive about yourself.
At times even your consultant or supervisor are
ideal choices for accountability, as they’re likely to
rotation.
already have an idea of the exam and will hopefully drag you along until you’re fully prepared. Having
Whether it’s a patient’s thank you letter, a positive supervisor’s report or previous exam results –
the support (and sometimes pressure) of a senior colleague – in particular when you have told
remind yourself of how much you do know and have achieved, as opposed to how much you don’t
them of your plan – can push that extra discipline level to great effect.
know and how you won’t achieve this exam.

In summary
Take
a screenshot of it, print and stick on your wall, vocalise it into an audio clip on your phone –
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make it accessible to you wherever and wherever you need it… Our minds are easily tricked – a few
1) Prioritise setting up a
negative thoughts and it suddenly all looks doom and gloom. On the other hand, our minds can also be
schedule (preferably a recurring
easily influenced
one) – a few reminders of how great you are and it can easily lead you straight to
success.

2) Set short and long term
rewards
Game-changer number 7
Think
offind
‘2 positive,
negative’
Go back to3)what
you
easy. If 2you
have a day where you are struggling – where nothing seems to
be working – try and reset your perspective. Close the book, log-out of the question bank and go to
4) Become accountable to others
something that you are a master of…
Discipline is something that we all have.
Sometimes
weclinical
can feel
that
It
could be ahowever
particular
area
of interest, it could be practicing your perfect explanation of a
others have
more discipline
we do.
particular
condition,
it could than
be doing
a set of questions that you know you’ll get right… Your brain
We all have needs
that discipline
in us
but
need
sometimes
reminding
that
you
can find things easy; a reminder that you are good enough and
to learn
to develop
and then
that
youhow
do know
your stuff!…
Usechannel
this technique when you feel drained from trying to master
it well.
something
that is complex. Come back to in an hour once you’ve reset your mindset – it may feel a lot
simpler this time around.
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Discipline
a habit. Strategies
such as scheduling on a regular basis,
The dayisbefore
the exam
having small rewards for yourself, setting both positive and negative
Game-changer
number
implications, and
lastly 8being accountable to someone else other than
yourself can
your ability
create the
habit. Once
Visualise
yourmassively
success. improve
Why do sprinters
runtothrough
a complete
raceit in their
becomes
a habit,the
it can
to amazing
results
yourtime
exam
preparation.
mind
100 times
nightlead
before
the actual
eventwith
– each
seeing
themselves winning?
Personally
visiting
these
clinics
#CanPassWillPass
Why
do leaders visualise themselves giving a themself).
perfect speech
a few times
the night
before
an helped
me understand
wayainpenalty
whichinclinics
interact
important conference? Why do footballers visualise
themselvesthe
scoring
their mind
50
times the night before a big final?

with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
chance.

They do it to capitalise on the power of visualisation. Seeing (and then expecting) success can
there
learn and
build
up
sometimes trick your mind out of fear… On theRemember
night beforeyou
yourare
exam
seeto
yourself
passing
it; see
your competency,
butwhat
so are
others
as well.
yourself walking in with confidence; imagine yourself
knowing exactly
to many
do; watch
yourself
not
Making
makeyourself
the most
of the
available
being affected by a question or station that didn’t
go sosure
well,you
visualise
walking
out
afterwards
opportunities means planning your needs early on

feeling positive…

– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.
Of course this doesn’t guarantee success the next day – but it certainly beats visualising walking in
and collapsing, not knowing any answers, panicking in the first station and many other negative
scenes that your mind can create… Try it, what is there to lose?

Game-changer number 9
Master three things that you struggle with. At some point in your final day consider reviewing three
things that you have struggled with in your preparation.
This could be remembering a certain set of guidelines, practicing a complex part of history-taking that
you struggle with or drawing a genetics family tree – anything that you’ve never been confident with.
Spend some time getting these right and repeat it until you feel confident to reproduce the following
day.
The boost that your mind gets from finally overcoming something that you’ve always struggled with is
significant – knowing that if it comes up the next day you’d now get it spot on can have a huge
positive effect on your fear and anxiety.
Game-changer number 10
Define your pre-sleep mindset. So often the last thing we read or revise before we sleep is something
that we are trying to cram in our minds – perhaps something that we are not confident with or
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something that we are trying to learn short-term ‘in case it comes up’…
By doing this you sleep on something that doesn’t deliver confidence. Your
last few thoughts before sleeping are ones of a ‘quick-fix’or defensive policy…
Consider ending your last night on three things that you find easy – three areas that you are confident
with already.
We don’t know for sure how these thoughts will influence your mindset the next morning (maybe it
wont influence it at all), but at least you have a better chance of waking up in a positive mindset than if
you’d fallen asleep worrying!

On a final note
It’s important to remember that exams are meant to challenge us and they are meant to be testing.
Ultimately we’re all human and we’ll all feel overwhelmed, anxious and frightened at some point with
medical exams. Pick and chose the techniques above that may work for you – you may not need them
all – and hopefully these feelings can be
managed.
Your mind is a powerful machine that
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can either help or hinder your preparation.
Expecting, and then finding a way to
manage your fear is key – just watch
how your confidence grows.
#CanPassWillPass
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4 Ways to Boost Your Discipline
when preparing for
medical exams

13

We all know that discipline is important in all aspects of life, but how do you improve discipline when it
comes to preparing for medical exams? This blog breaks down 4 simple strategies to boost your
preparation and ultimately chances of passing.
Unfortunately discipline is not something you possess from birth – it has to be practised and imbibed
religiously over time. Whilst we are likely already disciplined in certain areas of our lives, how do we
improve in areas that we often miss out on – including exam preparation? How can we transfer this
discipline from one area to another?
These 4 things will help: scheduling, being accountable, having reward systems and thinking forward.
Let’s break these four things down to see how they work.
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1) Scheduling
Scheduling is a powerful tool that can easily boost your discipline. Knowing
that you have scheduled something for a specific time, automatically keeps
you disciplined to do it at that very moment.
For example if you decide that 8-9pm will be your revision time every day, make sure you set an alarm
for it or write it down in a diary. This will automatically train your mind to sit down to study at that time
– naturally you will build up the discipline to follow this timing on a regular basis. Scheduling works
like a trigger and designs your brain to function in a specified manner.
Scheduling works more powerfully if you do it with regularity. Eventually you will not need to worry
about your revision until it is 8pm, allowing you to focus more when it is time. When 8pm comes
around, your brain will start to remind you.
Whilst a regular fixed schedule is best, of course there will be circumstances where you cannot sit
down at the same time every day. In this instance wake up and designate a revision window for that
day – and make sure you fix the times before you start your day. You can even schedule it the night
before (probably better as your brain will sleep on it and start to prepare subconsciously overnight).
You have all the discipline you need within
you – channelling it through regularity and
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scheduling is a great way to bring it out.

2) Rewards
We all know that rewards are great
motivators. Having something to reward
yourself at the end of your study session will
always keep you more motivated and
ultimately disciplined. It helps you break
through that barrier of laziness and also
helps you indulge in some self-love.
Often when we sit down to start, we feel
motivated. Discipline however can often
reduce significantly halfway down the line, as your mind starts to falter and the concentration breaks.
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The reward that you set for yourself at the beginning however (whether a
regular one or a new one for each session), in the end will draw you back.
Say you love chocolate cookies. Promise yourself to your favourite chocolate
cookie after you complete a certain number of chapters or questions. The reward can be going out for
dinner, catching up with friends, or watching a movie – it doesn’t really matter except that it matters to
themself).
you. Every time you lose concentration, remind
yourself ofPersonally
the reward.visiting these clinics helped
me understand the way in which clinics interact
with
primary
care,
and
soto
glad
I had
Many times it is tempting to give ourselves the
reward
first and
then
sit I’m
down
work
– “I’llthe
watch the
chance.If you reward yourself before you complete a
movie and then do some work”. This often backfires.
task, you have no motivation left to work when it gets tough and discipline soon falters.
Remember, work first, then reward.

Remember you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on

3) Think Forward

– not once you get thrown into the business of the

rotation.
Unlike rewards, thinking forward is a long-term process where you think ‘two positive, two negative’.
If you’re preparing for an exam, think of two positive implications of passing, as well as two negative
ones. Positive implications can be things like getting into a particular training programme or getting a
step closer to your dream job – essentially anything positive that you know will happen if you pass the
exam in a few months.
Whenever your discipline starts to falter, re-focus on your two long-term reasons to pass – the two
things that give you immense benefit in the future. We all have times when you sit in the middle of a
three-hour revision session and get bored – mainly because you start to look for short-term benefits
like grabbing a coffee or talking to someone. But thinking of your long-term benefits may draw you
back to focus.
In addition to ‘two positive’, try to have ‘two negative’ as well. Think of two clear negative implications
– if I don’t pass I will not progress in training or I might lose out on a good job opportunity. A few
negative implications will keep you reminded of what you might lose if you do not work hard today.
You are human – even with the best intentions, your two positives are not always strong enough.
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4) Accountability
Finally we come to accountability. Being accountable only to yourself can of
course work, but being accountable to someone else adds the fear of being
answerable or letting the other person down.
Try making yourself accountable to a third person – perhaps a friend or colleague. This is a strong
reason why study groups are extremely important. When you prepare with someone, you naturally set
targets and eventually make sure that you are both on the same page. When you see someone else
doing a lot in a set time period, you’re automatically motivated to do the same.
You can be accountable to a relative or even your spouse. Plan to complete a set number of chapters
or questions by the end of the day, and then tell them your plan. Tell them to ask you a few questions
on the chapters you studied later that evening – you’ll likely want to make sure you’re right slightly
more than if the questions weren’t coming!
At times even your consultant or supervisor are ideal choices for accountability, as they’re likely to
already have an idea of the exam and will hopefully drag you along until you’re fully prepared. Having
the support (and sometimes pressure) of a senior colleague – in particular when you have told
them of your plan – can push that extra discipline level to great effect.

In summary
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1) Prioritise setting up a
schedule (preferably a recurring
one)
2) Set short and long term
rewards
3) Think of ‘2 positive, 2 negative’
4) Become accountable to others
Discipline is something that we all have.
Sometimes however we can feel that
others have more discipline than we do.
We all have that discipline in us but need
to learn how to develop and then channel
it well.
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Discipline is a habit. Strategies such as scheduling on a regular basis,
having small rewards for yourself, setting both positive and negative
implications, and lastly being accountable to someone else other than
yourself can massively improve your ability to create the habit. Once it
becomes a habit, it can lead to amazing results with your exam preparation.
#CanPassWillPass

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
me understand the way in which clinics interact
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
chance.
Remember you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.
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3 Powerful Strategies to beat
the ‘I Can’t Be Bothered’ Feeling

14

I am sure all of us, on multiple occasions, have had that experience where we unwillingly pulled
ourselves off our comfortable beds and sat down to study a question or two. Suddenly your brain
starts throwing tantrums and tells you “I can’t be bothered”.
What often happens? You just give up and spend the rest of your day doing practically nothing. Entire
days can be wasted this way – doing nothing productive at all. This can result in feelings of guilt and
feeling annoyed with yourself the next day.
I am well experienced in this pattern – this happened a lot to me when I was preparing for my medical
exams, particularly in medical school. I would wake up and be pumped about doing 150 questions a
day or reading X number of pages or modules in a day. But as soon as it got to start time, my ‘oh-sodominant’ brain began to nudge me into “why don’t you do this later” mode. Now I’m sure I’m not alone
with this - in fact I have many messages how to beat the feeling from others. I want to share three
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powerful strategies that will help you beat this feeling, stop procrastinating
and just get the work done.

The 3 Strategies
If you think you’re going through a difficult period with exam prep right now, you are 100% not alone.
Three strategies can help you battle it out – chunking things down, small regular rewards and
accountability.
Before we talk about these strategies in detail, why is it vital to have strategies?. The truth is
motivation will only take you so far. Motivation tells you “I need to do it” or “I have to do it”, but it is
usually strong strategies that allow you to put motivation into action.

Strategy 1 – Chunk Things Down
It is extremely important to begin small, and then keep things small.
For example if you start your day by
telling yourself that you need to cover
150 questions, both your brain (and

Flash Card 2-in-1 Bundle

your mood) can shut down
automatically. Instead, try and break
the entire process down into small,
sharp manageable steps. For instance,
break down your study process into
five steps – 1) sit at your desk,
2) turn your laptop on, 3) login in to
your question bank, 4) get a notepad
and 5) solve the first question. These
5 small steps ease your brain into
the gear, subsequently taking you
closer to your target – that is covering
150 questions. Next add another 5
steps – questions 2-10, 11-20,
21-30, 31-40, 41-50… and so on.
You feel like you’re progressing from the
start, and it stops appearing like an insurmountable hurdle in front of you. Within minutes you’re on a
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a roll, and you’ll end up achieving more!
Trick your brain before letting it trick you.

Strategy 2 – Focus on Small Regular Rewards
Using rewards as a source of motivation is certainly
not new.
Using them
well these
is not as
common.
Now,
themself).
Personally
visiting
clinics
helped
rewards don’t essentially mean something bigme
or materialistic
but way
they in
must
be strong
enough
to
understand–the
which
clinics
interact
encourage you to achieve your goal. That said,
if your
goal iscare,
as tedious
as completing
150the
questions,
with
primary
and I’m
so glad I had
a single big reward might, at times, not be enough
to stimulate that push.
chance.
So, break them down into multiple mini rewards.
For example,
to check
Facebook
after up
every
Remember
youyou
areget
there
to learn
and build
five questions – and not in between. Or have ayour
snack
after each ten.
Orso
maybe
call someone
youwell.
really
competency,
but
are many
others as
want to after fifty. Perhaps finally take a half hour
break
when
you
complete
a hundred.
Making
sure
you
make
the most
of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
Mini rewards help you curb the time span between
the
positive
occurrence.
They will help
you
– not now
onceand
you
get
thrown
into the business
of the
pass those little hurdles even when your brainrotation.
refuses to do so.
Eventually the end point will inevitably arrive.

Strategy 3 – Accountability
Accountability is super important to help you achieve your goals.
There are times when despite telling yourself that you can do it, and despite employing strategies to
push yourself, you still fail to start. Making yourself accountable to someone else can often do the
trick.
Why? Because when you are accountable to someone else apart from yourself, you have to provide
answers about why you have not done the work. Even worse, you have to come up with a viable
reason or rather an “excuse” for it. In that split second when you doubt yourself and feel like stopping,
you’re likely to remember your accountability buddy who will need an answer – and it may push to
keep going.
When choosing who could fill this important role, try and think of people who will actually make a
difference – for instance your study group, where everybody has planned to go through the same
hundred questions that day. If you don’t manage them, you need an excuse.
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Be accountable to your family, your spouse or and even your parents.
Sometimes nothing works better than being accountable to children – you
know a five or six year old won’t buy any story that you sell them – instead,
they’ll keep asking! In essence, think of a person who will nag you about not
having done your work every day.
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped

Summary

me understand the way in which clinics interact
Combining these three strategies will definitely
helpprimary
you to get
the and
workI’m
done
days
whenthe
you have
with
care,
soon
glad
I had
chance.

zero motivation.

Break things up, including the bit that
leads to the
work
Remember
you
areitself.
there to learn and build up
Have small rewards along the way your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
Make yourself accountable to someone apart from your own brain.
opportunities means planning your needs early on
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– not once you get thrown into the business of the
Your brain, being the powerful and decisive
rotation.
tool that it is, naturally protects and
prevents you from the strain of work at
times. You need to have your strategies
right in order to trick it – ultimately allowing
yourself to shine and reach your potential.
Remember anyone can work on days when
you feel like working – doing it on the days
that you don’t is when it really counts.
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3 ways to Overcome Exam Failure…
from personal experience

15

Have you recently failed a medical exam? I sincerely hope that you never do, but sadly I am seeing this
happen more and more – across the board – from PLAB to MSRA, from MRCP to Medical School.
Failing an exam can have an extreme effect on some people’s self-esteem (not always thankfully) –
from confidence dips through to impact on career and family, this can be especially hard for medical
students and junior doctors.
In this blog, I’ll share with you a personal story of my own medical exam failure and what I eventually
learnt from it. Looking back I’m surprised at how much failure taught me and even how with hard work,
you can still struggle.
When I was in my fourth year of medical school I failed my exam – the very first time I had failed. It hit
me really hard. I knew a lot of doctors who had failed exams and got over it easily, however it took
about three weeks for me to overcome it. I’d never had any experience failing exams before and I
genuinely felt that I had let down myself, my tutors and even my parents. What made it worse was that
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all my friends passed. Over time, and now looking back, I realised that at
some point failure is inevitable – be it medical school exams or further into
your NHS career – but how you learn from those failures and come out a
winner is what matters.
There are three things that I wish I knew back then, that can help you accept and overcome failure
better, without being too hard on yourself.

You Are Allowed to Feel Down
First and foremost, it is okay for you to feel down when you fail. It is an obvious human reaction and a
show of natural human emotion. As I mentioned, I was down for almost three weeks when I first got
my medical exam results, and realised I had failed. You are bound to feel down with all that pressure
and anxiety, especially when you are a medic – traditionally high-achievers throughout high school.
Allowing yourself space to feel bad is important. There is nothing wrong in feeling like rubbish for a
day or two, or maybe crying it out. It
neither makes you look bad or weak.
Looking back at when I failed all those
years ago I wish I would have given
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myself that chance to recover, instead
of pretending to be brave and forcing
myself to have a positive attitude.

Put Your Failure into
Perspective
Secondly, use perspective to put
failure in its proper place. When you
fail at something, it can feel like the
end of the world. However with
hindsight, of course you realise this is
not true. Telling someone to have
perspective is easy – but how can you
practically do it?
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Focus on two types of perspective – longitudinal and horizontal.
Longitudinal perspective allows you to look forward and backwards – along
time. First, think of the long career ahead of you, and then think of the
already-long career behind you (you may have already overcome high school,
A-levels, undergraduate studies or even some postgraduate exams). Focus on what you have to
achieve in front of you, and all the things you have achieved behind you. Very quickly you’ll realise that
Personally
visiting
theseatclinics
helped
failing an exam or module is just a tiny blip in themself).
the path. Though
it might
seem huge
the time,
it is a
measunderstand
the way in which clinics interact
very minor hindrance in your 30 or 40 odd years
a medical professional.
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
Now add to this horizontal perspective. Right chance.
here at this point in your life, look left and right. Though
the exam failure seems to be at the centre of your universe at this point, laterally you have so much –
therethat
to learn
and build
family, friends, hobbies, interests – there is soRemember
much width you
in theare
present
puts failed
examsup
into
your competency, but so are many others as well.

perspective.

Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities
means
your
needs
on
When you combine both the longitudinal and the
horizontal, the
failureplanning
can start to
seem
like aearly
much
smaller dot in the overall picture.

– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.

You Don’t need to start from Scratch Again
There are many different options if you are wondering how to move on from medical exam failure. You
can resit, and spend more time revising the areas where you slipped up in your last exam.
Always remember that when you restart after exam failure, you aren’t starting from zero again. You
already have a fairly strong starting point for your next attempt – one which you didn’t have in your
previous one. You should have more of an understanding of the syllabus and be able to highlight areas
for improvement, be that in knowledge gaps, problem-solving or study techniques. That means when it
comes to sitting your next exam you will be in a better position than the first time you sat it.
This time around your preparation is different, your methods are different and you have a better
chance at meeting your goal in future exams. Most importantly, you have a good base to start with –
40%, 50%, whatever it might be, it is not zero. Keep telling yourself that you do not have to do it all over
again. You already know a fair bit – the need now is to re-focus, and target gaps from the last time –
whether knowledge, technique or both.
Get to know your weak points and work on them — hone in your revision plan so you’re revising these
areas specifically. Create a study plan that suits your study habits and stick to it. Attend study groups,
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watch explanatory videos, make flash cards — do whatever works for you to
help you retain the information you need to expand and improve on your
knowledge and retention.
You are always at a much higher point after you fail. You have learned a lot already and are now better
placed to hit the future exams hard again.

In Summary
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1.You are allowed to feel down – take
some time to heal and improve your
mindset after the initial hit of results
day.
2. Put your failure into perspective.
Medical education and medical
careers are vast and complex – you
have already achieved so much you
can achieve more.
3. You don’t need to start from scratch
again – you may just need tweaks to
your study habits, study techniques,
and study time.

These three things together can work wonders in helping you accept failure much better and emerge
as a winner, with a more positive attitude going further.
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